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Abstract The set of transverse homoclinic intersections for a saddle-focus equilibrium in the planar equi-
lateral restricted four body problem admit certain simple homoclinic oribts which form the skeleton of the
complete homoclinic intersection – or homoclinic web. In the present work the planar restricted four body
problem is viewed as an invariant subsystem of the spatial problem, and the influence of this planar homo-
clinic skeleton on the spatial dynamics is studied from a numerical point of view. Starting from the vertical
Lyapunov families emanating from saddle focus equilibria, we compute the stable/unstable manifolds of
these spatial periodic orbits and look for intersections between these manifolds near the fundamental planar
homoclinics. In this way we are able to continue all of the basic planar homoclinic motions into the spatial
problem as homoclinics for appropriate vertical Lyapunov orbits which, by the Smale Tangle theorem, sug-
gest the existence of chaotic motions in the spatial problem. While the saddle-focus equilibrium solutions
in the planar problems occur only at a discrete set of energy levels, the cycle-to-cycle homoclinics in the
spatial problem are robust with respect to small changes in energy.
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1 Introduction

Connecting orbits occupy a central place in the qualitative theory of Hamiltonian systems going back to
the groundbreaking work of Poincaré at the dawn of the Twentieth Century [85,84,83]. Indeed Poincaré’s
argument that the circular restricted three body problem (CRTBP) is not integrable relies crucially on
the existence of a transverse cycle-to-cycle homoclinic – that is, an orbit which limits in both forward and
backward time to a periodic solution. Such an orbit is necessarily in the intersection of the stable and
unstable manifolds of the periodic solution, a fact which lends the discussion its distinctively geometric
character. The interested reader is referred to the lecture notes of Chenciner [27] for a modern discussion
of the theoretical and historical role of invariant manifolds and connecting orbits in Poincaré’s work on the
three body problem. In more recent times it has been shown that the existence of transverse homoclinic
orbits/heteroclinic cycles implies the existence of chaotic motions quite generally, via the mechanism of
Smale [94]. The Lectures of Siegel and Moser [72,90] provide a classic reference on chaotic motions in
celestial mechanics.

Inspired by the work of Poincaré, a number of of early Twentieth Century dynamical astronomers –
in particular the groups led by Darwin, Strömgren, and Moulton – conducted extensive numerical studies
which explored the phase space structure of the CRTBP [30,95,74]. These researchers were especially
interested in one parameter families of periodic orbits (“tubes” parameterized by energy) and developed
numerical continuation methods to study the global embeddings of these tubes. This work first suggested
the importance of saddle-focus libration points, as it was observed that some families of periodic solutions
appear to accumulate to an asymptotic cycle – what would be called in modern language a homoclinic orbit
– for a saddle-focus libration point. This work provided numerical evidence for the existence of families of
periodic orbits in the three body problem which remain bounded in amplitude but nevertheless have period
tending to infinity, foreshadowing the canonical work of Chazy in 1922 on the final motions of three body
orbits [26].

The advent of digital computing in the mid Twentieth Century facilitated the more detailed numerical
studies of Szebehely, Nacozy, and Flandern [96,97]. A key observation to emerge from this work was that
the tubes of periodic orbits mentioned at the end of the previous paragraph appeared to change stability
infinitely many times while approaching the homoclinic. This result suggested complicated dynamics near
the homoclinic, anticipating the period doubling cascades of Feigenbaum. The interested reader is referred
to the work of Pinotsis [81,29,82], as well as the work of Henrard and Navarro [52,51] and the references
therein for more complete discussion.

These developments culminated in 1973 with Henrard’s proof of a theorem which unified the nearly one
hundred years of numerical experiments sketched above, finally settling a conjecture of Strömgren about
tubes of periodic orbits. More precisely, Henrard showed that the existence of a transverse homoclinic for a
saddle-focus equilibrium in a two degrees of freedom Hamiltonian system implies the existence of a tube of
periodic orbits parameterized by energy accumulating to the homoclinic [50]. Moreover the result established
that as the period of the orbits goes to infinity, their stability does indeed change infinitely many times as
earlier numerical work suggested. This phenomena – the so called blue sky catastrophe in the terminology
of Abraham [1] – is studied by a number of authors including L.P. Shilnikov, A.L. Shilnikov, and Turaev
[88], and Devaney [35]. Indeed Devaney’s 1976 work established that the hypotheses of Henrard’s theorem
imply also the existence of chaotic motions in the energy level of the saddle-focus equilibrium [34]. We refer
to the works of Lerman [60,61] for other theoretical results and discussion, and to the numerical study
Gómez, Ĺıbre, and Masdemont in [41] which illuminates saddle-focus homoclinic dynamics associated with
the L4,5 libration points in the CRTBP.

Theorems like the ones mentioned in the previous paragraph are Hamiltonian versions of the homoclinic
bifurcations studied by Shilńikov [92,89,91], and taken together paint a vivid picture of the rich dynamics
near a transverse homoclinic connection for a saddle-focus equilibrium in a two degree of freedom Hamilto-
nian system. A natural follow up question is what, if anything, do the results about two freedom systems just
described tell us about Hamiltonian systems with three or more degrees of freedom? The question is reason-
able as many problems in celestial mechanics have an invariant planar subsystem due to the conservation
of angular momentum.

The present work considers this question in the context of a spatial equilateral restricted four body
problem, hereafter referred to as the circular restricted four body problem (CRFBP). The equations of
motion, as well as some history and basic properties of the problem are reviewed in Section 2. The problem
is an excellent candidate for the present study as the homoclinic dynamics in the invariant planar subsystem
have recently been studied in some detail. In particular, the work of Shane Kepley and the second author
[58] provides a detailed numerical study of blue sky catastrophes in the case of equal masses. The main
observation is that the saddle-focus homoclinics appear to be organized by a small number of simple
connections, or homoclinic channels. In fact these channels are just the “shortest” homoclinics (see [58] for
the precise meaning of shortest in this context), and there turn out to be six of them at each saddle-focus
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equilibrium in the CRFBP. If one considers these six shortest homoclinic connections as the letters of a
symbolic alphabet, then all the other homoclinic connections – of which there appear to be infinitely many
– organize themselves into “words” in this alphabet. In short the homoclinic web at any saddle focus in the
CRFBP appears to be organized by six fondamental motions. The results of [58] are reviewed in Section
2.2.

When the planar CRFBP is viewed as a subsystem of the spatial CRFBP the spectrum of a libration
point picks up an additional center direction, and there is an out of plane family of periodic orbits associated
with each of the planar libration points. These are the so called vertical Lyapunov families and they inherit
the stability of the planar librations. We are particularly interested in the vertical families associated with
the saddle-focus equilibrium solutions, where the stable/unstable manifolds of the vertical periodic orbits
are three dimensional with complex conjugate stable/unstable Floquet multipliers.

The system conserves the so called Jacobi integral, so that any fixed vertical Lyapunov orbit and its
attached three dimensional stable/unstable manifolds live in a five dimensional level set, and the dimension
count allows for the possibility of transverse intersections between the stable/unstable manifolds relative
to the integral manifold. If such an intersection actually occurs, it follows from the Smale tangle theorem
[94] that there is a chaotic subsystem near the connecting orbit.

The present work provides compelling numerical evidence in support of the claim that the planar
homoclinic orbits studied in [58] give rise to transverse homoclinic orbits, and hence Smale tangles, for the
corresponding vertical Lyapunov families in the spatial CRFBP. That is, we find a six letter homoclinic
alphabet for the spatial cycle-to-cycle connections, inherited from the planar problem. The out of plane
connections appear to persist for fairly large out of plane amplitudes.

In all of our computations we utilize the parameterization method to approximate the stable/unstable
manifolds of the Lyapunov orbits in large region surrounding the periodic orbit. The parameterization
method is reviewed in Section 3, in particular a number of references to the literature are given there.
Connecting orbits are then located as solutions of two point boundary value problems with boundary
conditions projected onto the parameterization of the local stable/unstable manifolds. The virtue of using
the parameterization method in the present context is that it stabilizes the numerics, leading to a better
condition number in the two point boundary value problem. This is especially valuable when, as in the
present work, we are trying to find many connections as the same local parameterizations can be used to
formulate the BVPs for all the connecting orbits.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the CRFBP and discuss
some basic results from the literature. In particular we review the findings of [58] on homoclinic channels
in the planar problem and also introduce the vertical Lyapunov families which are the main objects of the
present study. In Section 3 we review the parameterization method and derive the homological equations
which determine the Fourier-Taylor coefficients of the local invariant manifold approximations and discuss
our implementations. Section 4 describes briefly the formulation of the two point boundary value problems
for cycle-to-cycle connections, and in Section 5 we present the main results of the paper – numerical
calculations of the homoclinic connections for the the vertical Lyapunov family in the CRFBP. In Section
6 we summarize our conclusions. We provide two appendices. One is Section A describing the “automatic
differentiation” framework which reduces the problem to polynomial, and the other is Section B which
tabulates for the sake of reproducibility some of the data produced in the present study.

2 The restricted four body problem

In this section, we introduce the particular version of the four body problem studied in the present work.
We postpone to Section 2.1 discussion of the equations of motion, and give first a brief overview of the
literature surrounding the problem, which originates from the work of Pedersen [79,80]. Detailed numerical
studies of the equilibrium set as well as the planar and spatial Hill’s regions are found in the works of Simó
[93], Baltagiannis and Papadakis [6], and Álvarez-Ramı́erz and Vidal [5]. Mathematically rigorous theorems
about the equilibrium set and its bifurcations are proven with computer assistance by Leandro and Barros
in [59,7,8]. The papers just cited establish that for any value of the primary masses there are always either
8, 9, or 10 equilibrium solutions (or libration points) with 6 outside the equilateral triangle formed by the
primary bodies (see Figure 1).

Periodic orbits are studied by Papadakis in [77,78], and by Burgos-Garćıa, Bengochea, and Delgado
in [12,15]. A computer assisted study by Burgos-Garćıa, Lessard, and Mireles James proves the existence
of some spatial periodic orbits for the CRFBP [14]. Regularization of collisions are studied by Álvarez-
Ramı́rez, Delgado, and Vidal in [3]. Chaotic motions were studied numerically by Gidea and Burgos in [40],
and by Álvarez-Ramı́rez and Barrabés in [2].
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Fig. 1 Configuration space for the CRFBP: The three primary bodies with masses m1,m2, and m3 are arranged in
the equilateral triangle configuration of Lagrange – a relative equilibrium solution of the three body problem. Transforming
to a co-rotating frame one considers the motion of a fourth massless body. The equations of motion have 8, 9, or 10
equilibrium solutions denoted by Lj for 0 ≤ j ≤ 9. The number of libration points, and their stability, varies depending on
m1, m2, and m3. In this work we study the points L0,4,5,6 which have saddle focus stability when m1 ≈ m2 ≈ m3.

Perturbative proofs of the existence of chaotic motions are found in the work of She, Cheng and Li [28,
86,87], and also in the work of Alvarez-Ramı́rez, Garćıa, Palacián, and Yanguas [4]. A Hill’s problem is
derived from the CRFBP and its periodic orbits are studied by Burgos-Garćıa and Gidea in [10,13].

Blue sky catastrophes in the CRFBP are studied by Burgos-Garćıa and Delgado in [11], and by Kepley
and Mireles James in [57]. This last reference develops computer assisted methods of proof for verifying the
hypotheses of the theorems of Hernard and Devaney. The authors of the last reference cited further study
the blue sky catastrophes for the CRFBP in [58], as discussed already in the introduction.

2.1 Equations of motion and libration points for the CRFBP

The problem describes the motion of a massless particle moving under the influence of three massive
bodies called the primaries. The primaries have masses m1, m2 and m3, and are constrained to move
in the equilateral triangle configuration of Lagrange. The masses of the primaries are normalized so that
0 < m3 ≤ m2 ≤ m1, and

m1 +m2 +m3 = 1,

and the problem is studied in co-rotating coordinate system. The coordinates are chosen so that the center
of mass of the primaries is at the origin, the largest primary is fixed on the x-axis, the x-axis cuts the side
of the triangle opposite the largest primary and the smallest primary is in the first quadrant.

Under these constraints the location of the primaries is a function of only the choice of masses. To see
this let pi denote the position of the i−th primary and write

p1 = (x1, y1, z1), p2 = (x2, y2, z2), and p3 = (x3, y3, z3),

then

x1 =
−|K|

√
m2

2 +m2m3 +m2
3

K
y1 = 0
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x2 =
|K| [(m2 −m3)m3 +m1(2m2 +m3)]

2K
√
m2

2 +m2m3 +m2
3

y2 =
−
√

3m3

2m
3/2
2

√
m3

2

m2
2 +m2m3 +m2

3

,

x3 =
|K|

2
√
m2

2 +m2m3 +m2
3

y3 =

√
3

2
√
m2

√
m3

2

m2
2 +m2m3 +m2

3

,

and
z1 = z2 = z3 = 0,

where
K = m2(m3 −m2) +m1(m2 + 2m3).

Define the potential function

Ω(x, y, z) :=
1

2
(x2 + y2) +

m1

r1(x, y, z)
+

m2

r2(x, y, z)
+

m3

r3(x, y, z)
,

where ri represents the distance between the massless body and the i−th primary, so that

r1(x, y, z) :=
√

(x− x1)2 + (y − y1)2 + (z − z1)2,

r2(x, y, z) :=
√

(x− x2)2 + (y − y2)2 + (z − z2)2,

and
r3(x, y, z) :=

√
(x− x3)2 + (y − y3)2 + (z − z3)2.

The equations of motion in the co-rotating coordinates are

ẍ− 2ẏ = Ωx,

ÿ + 2ẋ = Ωy,

z̈ = Ωz.

(1)

The system admits between 8 and 10 equilibrium solutions depending on the value of mass ratio, all
of them lying in the xy− plane. Closed form formulas for the locations of the equilibrium solutions do not
exist and in practice it is necessary to numerically compute their locations once the mass ratios are fixed.
A schematic describing the locations of the 10 equilibrium points along with our naming conventions in the
case when the m1 ≈ m2 ≈ m3, is given in Figure 1.

2.2 Homoclinic dynamics in the planar problem

In this section we describe the homoclinic dynamics associated with the saddle-focus equilibrium solutions
in the case that m1 = m2 = m3 = 1/3. We refer to this as the triple Copenhagen problem, as the case of
equal masses in the CRTBP is traditionally referred to as the Copenhagen problem. The material in this
section is discussed in much more detail in [58], on which the present work builds.

The local invariant manifold structure in the triple Copenhagen problem is illustrated in Figure 2. The
Figure depicts the fact that Lj for j = 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9 have saddle × center type stability. Because of this,
there is a planar family of Lyapunov orbits associated with these libration points. The periodic orbits foliate
the attached center manifolds, and are illustrated by concentric blue circles in the Figure 2.

When j = 0, 4, 5, 6 the libration points have saddle-focus stability. That is, each of these libration points
have a complex conjugate pair of stable and a complex conjugate pair of unstable eigenvalues. The attached
two dimensional stable and unstable manifolds are foliated by orbits which converge exponentially to the
libration point in forward and backward time. The 2D stable/unstable orbits are illustrated by the green
(unstable) and red (stable) curves respectively, and give a sense of the location of the local stable/unstable
manifolds.

The main topic of [58] is to describe the geometry of the homoclinic web – the set of all intersections
between the stable and unstable manifolds – attached to the saddle focus equilibrium solutions in the triple
Copenhagen problem. The authors developed and deployed the following search procedure.
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L8
<latexit sha1_base64="poY5Wjwt2FG+vRtST47Qh5jVE2w=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZkq2GXRjQsXFewD2qFk0kwbmknGJFMoQ7/DjQtF3Pox7vwbM+0stPVA4HDOvdyTE8ScaeO6387a+sbm1nZhp7i7t39wWDo6bmmZKEKbRHKpOgHWlDNBm4YZTjuxojgKOG0H49vMb0+o0kyKRzONqR/hoWAhI9hYye9F2IwI5un9rF/rl8puxZ0DrRIvJ2XI0eiXvnoDSZKICkM41rrrubHxU6wMI5zOir1E0xiTMR7SrqUCR1T76Tz0DJ1bZYBCqewTBs3V3xspjrSeRoGdzELqZS8T//O6iQlrfspEnBgqyOJQmHBkJMoaQAOmKDF8agkmitmsiIywwsTYnoq2BG/5y6ukVa14l5Xqw1W5fpPXUYBTOIML8OAa6nAHDWgCgSd4hld4cybOi/PufCxG15x85wT+wPn8AbqDkhE=</latexit>

L9
<latexit sha1_base64="J3EDIZ4Qyo7jaC77JaoEXtiem30=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZkqqLuiGxcuKtgHtEPJpJk2NJOMSaZQhn6HGxeKuPVj3Pk3ZtpZaOuBwOGce7knJ4g508Z1v52V1bX1jc3CVnF7Z3dvv3Rw2NQyUYQ2iORStQOsKWeCNgwznLZjRXEUcNoKRreZ3xpTpZkUj2YSUz/CA8FCRrCxkt+NsBkSzNP7ae+6Vyq7FXcGtEy8nJQhR71X+ur2JUkiKgzhWOuO58bGT7EyjHA6LXYTTWNMRnhAO5YKHFHtp7PQU3RqlT4KpbJPGDRTf2+kONJ6EgV2MgupF71M/M/rJCa88lMm4sRQQeaHwoQjI1HWAOozRYnhE0swUcxmRWSIFSbG9lS0JXiLX14mzWrFO69UHy7KtZu8jgIcwwmcgQeXUIM7qEMDCDzBM7zCmzN2Xpx352M+uuLkO0fwB87nD7wHkhI=</latexit>

Fig. 2 Local dynamics for the triple Copenhagen problem: when m1 = m2 = m3 = 1/3 the libration points Lj for
j = 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9 have center × saddle stability, while for j = 0, 4, 5, 6 they are saddle-focus equilibria. The figure illustrates
the two dimensional center manifold in the former case and the two dimensional stable (green) and unstable (red) manifolds
in the latter case. The center manifolds are populated by planar Lyapunov periodic orbits. The saddle focus equilibria can
exhibit blue sky catastrophes hence are the starting point for the present work.

Fig. 3 Homoclinic webs at L0 and L5 in the triple Copenhagen problem: (Figure 9. from [58]. Reproduced with
permission of the authors) Left - the first 42 homoclinic connections at L0. Right - the first 23 homoclinics at L5. Local
stable/unstable manifolds of the libration points are colored in red and green respectively. In both cases the complicated
looking “web” of homoclinic intersections is organized by the six simple shortest homoclinic motions. See Figures 4 and 5
for the six fundamental homoclinic motions at L0 and L5 respectively. Those at L4,6 are obtained by symmetry.

– Step 1: Compute high order polynomial approximations of the local stable/unstable manifolds. Mesh
the boundary of the local approximation into a system of one dimensional arcs.

– Step 2: Extend the local approximations by Taylor integration of the one dimensional boundary arcs for
time ±τ . Each step of Taylor integration results in a two dimensional manifold patch. After integrating
the complete system of arcs the result is a larger local manifold approximation.
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L0
<latexit sha1_base64="DbXCzwojYI5d34X308y6/0J8how=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sbCIYB6QLGF2cpMMmZ1dZ2YDYcl32FgoYuvH2Pk3ziZbaOKBgcM593LPnCAWXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKmjRDFssEhEqh1QjYJLbBhuBLZjhTQMBLaC8W3mtyaoNI/ko5nG6Id0KPmAM2qs5HdDakaMivR+1nN75Ypbdecgq8TLSQVy1Hvlr24/YkmI0jBBte54bmz8lCrDmcBZqZtojCkb0yF2LJU0RO2n89AzcmaVPhlEyj5pyFz9vZHSUOtpGNjJLKRe9jLxP6+TmMG1n3IZJwYlWxwaJIKYiGQNkD5XyIyYWkKZ4jYrYSOqKDO2p5ItwVv+8ippXlQ9yx8uK7WbvI4inMApnIMHV1CDO6hDAxg8wTO8wpszcV6cd+djMVpw8p1j+APn8wetF5IF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DbXCzwojYI5d34X308y6/0J8how=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sbCIYB6QLGF2cpMMmZ1dZ2YDYcl32FgoYuvH2Pk3ziZbaOKBgcM593LPnCAWXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKmjRDFssEhEqh1QjYJLbBhuBLZjhTQMBLaC8W3mtyaoNI/ko5nG6Id0KPmAM2qs5HdDakaMivR+1nN75Ypbdecgq8TLSQVy1Hvlr24/YkmI0jBBte54bmz8lCrDmcBZqZtojCkb0yF2LJU0RO2n89AzcmaVPhlEyj5pyFz9vZHSUOtpGNjJLKRe9jLxP6+TmMG1n3IZJwYlWxwaJIKYiGQNkD5XyIyYWkKZ4jYrYSOqKDO2p5ItwVv+8ippXlQ9yx8uK7WbvI4inMApnIMHV1CDO6hDAxg8wTO8wpszcV6cd+djMVpw8p1j+APn8wetF5IF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DbXCzwojYI5d34X308y6/0J8how=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sbCIYB6QLGF2cpMMmZ1dZ2YDYcl32FgoYuvH2Pk3ziZbaOKBgcM593LPnCAWXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKmjRDFssEhEqh1QjYJLbBhuBLZjhTQMBLaC8W3mtyaoNI/ko5nG6Id0KPmAM2qs5HdDakaMivR+1nN75Ypbdecgq8TLSQVy1Hvlr24/YkmI0jBBte54bmz8lCrDmcBZqZtojCkb0yF2LJU0RO2n89AzcmaVPhlEyj5pyFz9vZHSUOtpGNjJLKRe9jLxP6+TmMG1n3IZJwYlWxwaJIKYiGQNkD5XyIyYWkKZ4jYrYSOqKDO2p5ItwVv+8ippXlQ9yx8uK7WbvI4inMApnIMHV1CDO6hDAxg8wTO8wpszcV6cd+djMVpw8p1j+APn8wetF5IF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DbXCzwojYI5d34X308y6/0J8how=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sbCIYB6QLGF2cpMMmZ1dZ2YDYcl32FgoYuvH2Pk3ziZbaOKBgcM593LPnCAWXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKmjRDFssEhEqh1QjYJLbBhuBLZjhTQMBLaC8W3mtyaoNI/ko5nG6Id0KPmAM2qs5HdDakaMivR+1nN75Ypbdecgq8TLSQVy1Hvlr24/YkmI0jBBte54bmz8lCrDmcBZqZtojCkb0yF2LJU0RO2n89AzcmaVPhlEyj5pyFz9vZHSUOtpGNjJLKRe9jLxP6+TmMG1n3IZJwYlWxwaJIKYiGQNkD5XyIyYWkKZ4jYrYSOqKDO2p5ItwVv+8ippXlQ9yx8uK7WbvI4inMApnIMHV1CDO6hDAxg8wTO8wpszcV6cd+djMVpw8p1j+APn8wetF5IF</latexit>

L0
<latexit sha1_base64="DbXCzwojYI5d34X308y6/0J8how=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sbCIYB6QLGF2cpMMmZ1dZ2YDYcl32FgoYuvH2Pk3ziZbaOKBgcM593LPnCAWXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKmjRDFssEhEqh1QjYJLbBhuBLZjhTQMBLaC8W3mtyaoNI/ko5nG6Id0KPmAM2qs5HdDakaMivR+1nN75Ypbdecgq8TLSQVy1Hvlr24/YkmI0jBBte54bmz8lCrDmcBZqZtojCkb0yF2LJU0RO2n89AzcmaVPhlEyj5pyFz9vZHSUOtpGNjJLKRe9jLxP6+TmMG1n3IZJwYlWxwaJIKYiGQNkD5XyIyYWkKZ4jYrYSOqKDO2p5ItwVv+8ippXlQ9yx8uK7WbvI4inMApnIMHV1CDO6hDAxg8wTO8wpszcV6cd+djMVpw8p1j+APn8wetF5IF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DbXCzwojYI5d34X308y6/0J8how=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sbCIYB6QLGF2cpMMmZ1dZ2YDYcl32FgoYuvH2Pk3ziZbaOKBgcM593LPnCAWXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKmjRDFssEhEqh1QjYJLbBhuBLZjhTQMBLaC8W3mtyaoNI/ko5nG6Id0KPmAM2qs5HdDakaMivR+1nN75Ypbdecgq8TLSQVy1Hvlr24/YkmI0jBBte54bmz8lCrDmcBZqZtojCkb0yF2LJU0RO2n89AzcmaVPhlEyj5pyFz9vZHSUOtpGNjJLKRe9jLxP6+TmMG1n3IZJwYlWxwaJIKYiGQNkD5XyIyYWkKZ4jYrYSOqKDO2p5ItwVv+8ippXlQ9yx8uK7WbvI4inMApnIMHV1CDO6hDAxg8wTO8wpszcV6cd+djMVpw8p1j+APn8wetF5IF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DbXCzwojYI5d34X308y6/0J8how=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sbCIYB6QLGF2cpMMmZ1dZ2YDYcl32FgoYuvH2Pk3ziZbaOKBgcM593LPnCAWXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKmjRDFssEhEqh1QjYJLbBhuBLZjhTQMBLaC8W3mtyaoNI/ko5nG6Id0KPmAM2qs5HdDakaMivR+1nN75Ypbdecgq8TLSQVy1Hvlr24/YkmI0jBBte54bmz8lCrDmcBZqZtojCkb0yF2LJU0RO2n89AzcmaVPhlEyj5pyFz9vZHSUOtpGNjJLKRe9jLxP6+TmMG1n3IZJwYlWxwaJIKYiGQNkD5XyIyYWkKZ4jYrYSOqKDO2p5ItwVv+8ippXlQ9yx8uK7WbvI4inMApnIMHV1CDO6hDAxg8wTO8wpszcV6cd+djMVpw8p1j+APn8wetF5IF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DbXCzwojYI5d34X308y6/0J8how=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sbCIYB6QLGF2cpMMmZ1dZ2YDYcl32FgoYuvH2Pk3ziZbaOKBgcM593LPnCAWXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKmjRDFssEhEqh1QjYJLbBhuBLZjhTQMBLaC8W3mtyaoNI/ko5nG6Id0KPmAM2qs5HdDakaMivR+1nN75Ypbdecgq8TLSQVy1Hvlr24/YkmI0jBBte54bmz8lCrDmcBZqZtojCkb0yF2LJU0RO2n89AzcmaVPhlEyj5pyFz9vZHSUOtpGNjJLKRe9jLxP6+TmMG1n3IZJwYlWxwaJIKYiGQNkD5XyIyYWkKZ4jYrYSOqKDO2p5ItwVv+8ippXlQ9yx8uK7WbvI4inMApnIMHV1CDO6hDAxg8wTO8wpszcV6cd+djMVpw8p1j+APn8wetF5IF</latexit>

L1
<latexit sha1_base64="Te+jJFbXqYx0gcbPbAwxst5BOP4=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sbCIYB6QLOHuZJIMmZ1dZ2YDYcl32FgoYuvH2Pk3ziZbaOKBgcM593LPnCAWXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKmjRFHWoJGIVDtAzQSXrGG4EawdK4ZhIFgrGN9mfmvClOaRfDTTmPkhDiUfcIrGSn43RDOiKNL7Wc/rlStu1Z2DrBIvJxXIUe+Vv7r9iCYhk4YK1LrjubHxU1SGU8FmpW6iWYx0jEPWsVRiyLSfzkPPyJlV+mQQKfukIXP190aKodbTMLCTWUi97GXif14nMYNrP+UyTgyTdHFokAhiIpI1QPpcMWrE1BKkitushI5QITW2p5ItwVv+8ippXlQ9yx8uK7WbvI4inMApnIMHV1CDO6hDAyg8wTO8wpszcV6cd+djMVpw8p1j+APn8weum5IG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Te+jJFbXqYx0gcbPbAwxst5BOP4=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sbCIYB6QLOHuZJIMmZ1dZ2YDYcl32FgoYuvH2Pk3ziZbaOKBgcM593LPnCAWXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKmjRFHWoJGIVDtAzQSXrGG4EawdK4ZhIFgrGN9mfmvClOaRfDTTmPkhDiUfcIrGSn43RDOiKNL7Wc/rlStu1Z2DrBIvJxXIUe+Vv7r9iCYhk4YK1LrjubHxU1SGU8FmpW6iWYx0jEPWsVRiyLSfzkPPyJlV+mQQKfukIXP190aKodbTMLCTWUi97GXif14nMYNrP+UyTgyTdHFokAhiIpI1QPpcMWrE1BKkitushI5QITW2p5ItwVv+8ippXlQ9yx8uK7WbvI4inMApnIMHV1CDO6hDAyg8wTO8wpszcV6cd+djMVpw8p1j+APn8weum5IG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Te+jJFbXqYx0gcbPbAwxst5BOP4=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sbCIYB6QLOHuZJIMmZ1dZ2YDYcl32FgoYuvH2Pk3ziZbaOKBgcM593LPnCAWXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKmjRFHWoJGIVDtAzQSXrGG4EawdK4ZhIFgrGN9mfmvClOaRfDTTmPkhDiUfcIrGSn43RDOiKNL7Wc/rlStu1Z2DrBIvJxXIUe+Vv7r9iCYhk4YK1LrjubHxU1SGU8FmpW6iWYx0jEPWsVRiyLSfzkPPyJlV+mQQKfukIXP190aKodbTMLCTWUi97GXif14nMYNrP+UyTgyTdHFokAhiIpI1QPpcMWrE1BKkitushI5QITW2p5ItwVv+8ippXlQ9yx8uK7WbvI4inMApnIMHV1CDO6hDAyg8wTO8wpszcV6cd+djMVpw8p1j+APn8weum5IG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Te+jJFbXqYx0gcbPbAwxst5BOP4=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sbCIYB6QLOHuZJIMmZ1dZ2YDYcl32FgoYuvH2Pk3ziZbaOKBgcM593LPnCAWXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKmjRFHWoJGIVDtAzQSXrGG4EawdK4ZhIFgrGN9mfmvClOaRfDTTmPkhDiUfcIrGSn43RDOiKNL7Wc/rlStu1Z2DrBIvJxXIUe+Vv7r9iCYhk4YK1LrjubHxU1SGU8FmpW6iWYx0jEPWsVRiyLSfzkPPyJlV+mQQKfukIXP190aKodbTMLCTWUi97GXif14nMYNrP+UyTgyTdHFokAhiIpI1QPpcMWrE1BKkitushI5QITW2p5ItwVv+8ippXlQ9yx8uK7WbvI4inMApnIMHV1CDO6hDAyg8wTO8wpszcV6cd+djMVpw8p1j+APn8weum5IG</latexit>

m2
<latexit sha1_base64="MS7jbLZtl8m0N1n1G+TlRiU+n84=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS7AInspuEfRY9OKxov2AdinZNNuGJtklmRVK6U/w4kERr/4ib/4b03YP2vpC4OGdGTLzRqkUFn3/21tb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHTZtkhvEGS2Ri2hG1XArNGyhQ8nZqOFWR5K1odDurt564sSLRjzhOeajoQItYMIrOelC9aq9U9iv+XGQVghzKkKveK311+wnLFNfIJLW2E/gphhNqUDDJp8VuZnlK2YgOeMehporbcDJfdUrOndMncWLc00jm7u+JCVXWjlXkOhXFoV2uzcz/ap0M4+twInSaIdds8VGcSYIJmd1N+sJwhnLsgDIj3K6EDamhDF06RRdCsHzyKjSrlcDx/WW5dpPHUYBTOIMLCOAKanAHdWgAgwE8wyu8edJ78d69j0XrmpfPnMAfeZ8//GWNlg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MS7jbLZtl8m0N1n1G+TlRiU+n84=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS7AInspuEfRY9OKxov2AdinZNNuGJtklmRVK6U/w4kERr/4ib/4b03YP2vpC4OGdGTLzRqkUFn3/21tb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHTZtkhvEGS2Ri2hG1XArNGyhQ8nZqOFWR5K1odDurt564sSLRjzhOeajoQItYMIrOelC9aq9U9iv+XGQVghzKkKveK311+wnLFNfIJLW2E/gphhNqUDDJp8VuZnlK2YgOeMehporbcDJfdUrOndMncWLc00jm7u+JCVXWjlXkOhXFoV2uzcz/ap0M4+twInSaIdds8VGcSYIJmd1N+sJwhnLsgDIj3K6EDamhDF06RRdCsHzyKjSrlcDx/WW5dpPHUYBTOIMLCOAKanAHdWgAgwE8wyu8edJ78d69j0XrmpfPnMAfeZ8//GWNlg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MS7jbLZtl8m0N1n1G+TlRiU+n84=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS7AInspuEfRY9OKxov2AdinZNNuGJtklmRVK6U/w4kERr/4ib/4b03YP2vpC4OGdGTLzRqkUFn3/21tb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHTZtkhvEGS2Ri2hG1XArNGyhQ8nZqOFWR5K1odDurt564sSLRjzhOeajoQItYMIrOelC9aq9U9iv+XGQVghzKkKveK311+wnLFNfIJLW2E/gphhNqUDDJp8VuZnlK2YgOeMehporbcDJfdUrOndMncWLc00jm7u+JCVXWjlXkOhXFoV2uzcz/ap0M4+twInSaIdds8VGcSYIJmd1N+sJwhnLsgDIj3K6EDamhDF06RRdCsHzyKjSrlcDx/WW5dpPHUYBTOIMLCOAKanAHdWgAgwE8wyu8edJ78d69j0XrmpfPnMAfeZ8//GWNlg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MS7jbLZtl8m0N1n1G+TlRiU+n84=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS7AInspuEfRY9OKxov2AdinZNNuGJtklmRVK6U/w4kERr/4ib/4b03YP2vpC4OGdGTLzRqkUFn3/21tb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHTZtkhvEGS2Ri2hG1XArNGyhQ8nZqOFWR5K1odDurt564sSLRjzhOeajoQItYMIrOelC9aq9U9iv+XGQVghzKkKveK311+wnLFNfIJLW2E/gphhNqUDDJp8VuZnlK2YgOeMehporbcDJfdUrOndMncWLc00jm7u+JCVXWjlXkOhXFoV2uzcz/ap0M4+twInSaIdds8VGcSYIJmd1N+sJwhnLsgDIj3K6EDamhDF06RRdCsHzyKjSrlcDx/WW5dpPHUYBTOIMLCOAKanAHdWgAgwE8wyu8edJ78d69j0XrmpfPnMAfeZ8//GWNlg==</latexit>

m1
<latexit sha1_base64="mHqP1zpHO9ooBX4wVlu9IFCQi+0=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2RdBj0YvHivYD2qVk09k2NMkuSVYopT/BiwdFvPqLvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8eNU2SaYYNlohEtyNqUHCFDcutwHaqkcpIYCsa3c7qrSfUhifq0Y5TDCUdKB5zRq2zHmQv6JUrftWfi6xCkEMFctV75a9uP2GZRGWZoMZ0Aj+14YRqy5nAaambGUwpG9EBdhwqKtGEk/mqU3LmnD6JE+2esmTu/p6YUGnMWEauU1I7NMu1mflfrZPZ+DqccJVmFhVbfBRngtiEzO4mfa6RWTF2QJnmblfChlRTZl06JRdCsHzyKjQvqoHj+8tK7SaPowgncArnEMAV1OAO6tAABgN4hld484T34r17H4vWgpfPHMMfeZ8/+uGNlQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mHqP1zpHO9ooBX4wVlu9IFCQi+0=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2RdBj0YvHivYD2qVk09k2NMkuSVYopT/BiwdFvPqLvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8eNU2SaYYNlohEtyNqUHCFDcutwHaqkcpIYCsa3c7qrSfUhifq0Y5TDCUdKB5zRq2zHmQv6JUrftWfi6xCkEMFctV75a9uP2GZRGWZoMZ0Aj+14YRqy5nAaambGUwpG9EBdhwqKtGEk/mqU3LmnD6JE+2esmTu/p6YUGnMWEauU1I7NMu1mflfrZPZ+DqccJVmFhVbfBRngtiEzO4mfa6RWTF2QJnmblfChlRTZl06JRdCsHzyKjQvqoHj+8tK7SaPowgncArnEMAV1OAO6tAABgN4hld484T34r17H4vWgpfPHMMfeZ8/+uGNlQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mHqP1zpHO9ooBX4wVlu9IFCQi+0=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2RdBj0YvHivYD2qVk09k2NMkuSVYopT/BiwdFvPqLvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8eNU2SaYYNlohEtyNqUHCFDcutwHaqkcpIYCsa3c7qrSfUhifq0Y5TDCUdKB5zRq2zHmQv6JUrftWfi6xCkEMFctV75a9uP2GZRGWZoMZ0Aj+14YRqy5nAaambGUwpG9EBdhwqKtGEk/mqU3LmnD6JE+2esmTu/p6YUGnMWEauU1I7NMu1mflfrZPZ+DqccJVmFhVbfBRngtiEzO4mfa6RWTF2QJnmblfChlRTZl06JRdCsHzyKjQvqoHj+8tK7SaPowgncArnEMAV1OAO6tAABgN4hld484T34r17H4vWgpfPHMMfeZ8/+uGNlQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mHqP1zpHO9ooBX4wVlu9IFCQi+0=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2RdBj0YvHivYD2qVk09k2NMkuSVYopT/BiwdFvPqLvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8eNU2SaYYNlohEtyNqUHCFDcutwHaqkcpIYCsa3c7qrSfUhifq0Y5TDCUdKB5zRq2zHmQv6JUrftWfi6xCkEMFctV75a9uP2GZRGWZoMZ0Aj+14YRqy5nAaambGUwpG9EBdhwqKtGEk/mqU3LmnD6JE+2esmTu/p6YUGnMWEauU1I7NMu1mflfrZPZ+DqccJVmFhVbfBRngtiEzO4mfa6RWTF2QJnmblfChlRTZl06JRdCsHzyKjQvqoHj+8tK7SaPowgncArnEMAV1OAO6tAABgN4hld484T34r17H4vWgpfPHMMfeZ8/+uGNlQ==</latexit>
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Fig. 4 Homoclinic alphabet at L0: (Figure 10 from [58]. Reproduced with permission of the authors). Homoclinic
motions at L0 with shortest times of flight. Green and red arc segments depict the asymptotic behavior of the homoclinic
– portion on the original stable/unstable manifold parameterizations. The blue portion of the arc is the part of the orbit
located by growing/searching the manifold atlases. The shortest motion winds once around L1, while the second shortest
motion winds once around a primary body. Four addition basic homoclinics are obtained by ±120 degree rotations, yielding
the six letter alphabet. The homoclinic web at L0, illustrated in the left frame of Figure 3, is organized by these six basic
motions.

– Step 3: Check the stable against the unstable manifold patches produced in step 2 for approximate
intersections. If none are found then no intersections exist up to time 2τ . If an approximate intersection
is found it is verified/refined using a boundary value solver.

– Repeat: collapse the manifold patches from Step 3 onto their outer boundaries, obtaining a new system
of boundary arcs for the local invariant manifold. Then repeat Steps 2 and 3 as desired. At the end
of the N -th step the original local approximations have been extended by time Nτ thus locating all
intersections up to time 2Nτ .

In practice the scheme described above is combined with sophisticated step size selection and remeshing
schemes which insure accuracy and efficiency.

As the algorithm runs all connections it locates are sorted and stored according to the “time of flight”
of the orbit – that is, the time it takes for the orbit to transition from the boundary of the initial unstable
manifold approximation to the boundary of the initial stable manifold approximation. Comparing times of
flight provides a precise notion of “shortest” connections. Complexity of the homoclinic connections can be
quantified by computing winding numbers with respect to the primary bodies and the libration points.

Step 1 utilizes the parameterization method as described in [17,19]. See also the book of [47]. The
stable/unstable manifolds illustrated in Figure 2 were computed using this method.

Step 2 uses the methods of analytic continuation for growing atlases of local stable/unstable invariant
manifolds developed in [55]. To see an illustration of how the local invariant manifolds grow see in the triple
Copenhagen problem at L0 and L5, see Figures 7 and 8 of [58]. Figure 3 illustrates the results of running
the algorithm for τ = 4 time units, hence locating all homoclinics with time of flight up to 8 time units (a
certain velocity constraint which removes a small neighborhood of each of the primaries is also imposed).

The search procedure resulted in dozens of distinct homoclinic orbits at the libration points L0 and L5.
In the case of equal masses it is sufficient to study only these equilibrium solutions as a rotation by ±120
degrees transforms L5 into L4,6 respectively. Similarly, at L0 rotation of any homoclinic by ±120 degrees
yields another homoclinic connections.

Further examination of the connecting orbits located using the search procedure just described reveals
the main result of [58], which is that the homoclinic web at each of the libration points appears to be
organized by the six shortest connections. More precisely, each of the six shortest homoclinic orbits can
be thought of as a letter in a symbol alphabet, and all of the homoclinic orbits located in the search
shadow some combination of these fundamental letters. They are “words” built from the basic alphabet.
Put another way, only six fundamental homoclinic motions govern the complete web of connections. The
six fundamental homoclinic motions are L0 and L5 are illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 respectively.

2.3 Vertical Lyapunov Families

As mentioned briefly above, the spatial CRFBP inherits the libration points of the planar problem. More-
over, the spatial problem has no out of plane equilibrium solutions. In terms of stability, each planar
equilibrium solutions picks up a center direction when embedded in the spatial problem. That is, each of
the spatial libration points has a purely imaginary pair of eigenvalues ±iω associated with an out of plane
eigenspace. The Lyapunov center theorem [65,73,70] is used to prove that there is a one parameter family
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<latexit sha1_base64="w/bGZi8cuoNvUrS3fTixJZjDYg8=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYVcULYM2FhYRzAOSJcxOJsmQ2dl15m4gLPkOGwtFbP0YO//G2WQLTTwwcDjnXu6ZE8RSGHTdb2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNkyUaMbrLJKRbgXUcCkUr6NAyVux5jQMJG8Go9vMb465NiJSjziJuR/SgRJ9wShaye+EFIeMyvR+2r3slspuxZ2BLBMvJ2XIUeuWvjq9iCUhV8gkNabtuTH6KdUomOTTYicxPKZsRAe8bamiITd+Ogs9JadW6ZF+pO1TSGbq742UhsZMwsBOZiHNopeJ/3ntBPvXfipUnCBXbH6on0iCEckaID2hOUM5sYQyLWxWwoZUU4a2p6ItwVv88jJpnFc8yx8uytWbvI4CHMMJnIEHV1CFO6hBHRg8wTO8wpszdl6cd+djPrri5DtH8AfO5w+0q5IK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w/bGZi8cuoNvUrS3fTixJZjDYg8=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYVcULYM2FhYRzAOSJcxOJsmQ2dl15m4gLPkOGwtFbP0YO//G2WQLTTwwcDjnXu6ZE8RSGHTdb2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNkyUaMbrLJKRbgXUcCkUr6NAyVux5jQMJG8Go9vMb465NiJSjziJuR/SgRJ9wShaye+EFIeMyvR+2r3slspuxZ2BLBMvJ2XIUeuWvjq9iCUhV8gkNabtuTH6KdUomOTTYicxPKZsRAe8bamiITd+Ogs9JadW6ZF+pO1TSGbq742UhsZMwsBOZiHNopeJ/3ntBPvXfipUnCBXbH6on0iCEckaID2hOUM5sYQyLWxWwoZUU4a2p6ItwVv88jJpnFc8yx8uytWbvI4CHMMJnIEHV1CFO6hBHRg8wTO8wpszdl6cd+djPrri5DtH8AfO5w+0q5IK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w/bGZi8cuoNvUrS3fTixJZjDYg8=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYVcULYM2FhYRzAOSJcxOJsmQ2dl15m4gLPkOGwtFbP0YO//G2WQLTTwwcDjnXu6ZE8RSGHTdb2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNkyUaMbrLJKRbgXUcCkUr6NAyVux5jQMJG8Go9vMb465NiJSjziJuR/SgRJ9wShaye+EFIeMyvR+2r3slspuxZ2BLBMvJ2XIUeuWvjq9iCUhV8gkNabtuTH6KdUomOTTYicxPKZsRAe8bamiITd+Ogs9JadW6ZF+pO1TSGbq742UhsZMwsBOZiHNopeJ/3ntBPvXfipUnCBXbH6on0iCEckaID2hOUM5sYQyLWxWwoZUU4a2p6ItwVv88jJpnFc8yx8uytWbvI4CHMMJnIEHV1CFO6hBHRg8wTO8wpszdl6cd+djPrri5DtH8AfO5w+0q5IK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w/bGZi8cuoNvUrS3fTixJZjDYg8=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYVcULYM2FhYRzAOSJcxOJsmQ2dl15m4gLPkOGwtFbP0YO//G2WQLTTwwcDjnXu6ZE8RSGHTdb2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNkyUaMbrLJKRbgXUcCkUr6NAyVux5jQMJG8Go9vMb465NiJSjziJuR/SgRJ9wShaye+EFIeMyvR+2r3slspuxZ2BLBMvJ2XIUeuWvjq9iCUhV8gkNabtuTH6KdUomOTTYicxPKZsRAe8bamiITd+Ogs9JadW6ZF+pO1TSGbq742UhsZMwsBOZiHNopeJ/3ntBPvXfipUnCBXbH6on0iCEckaID2hOUM5sYQyLWxWwoZUU4a2p6ItwVv88jJpnFc8yx8uytWbvI4CHMMJnIEHV1CFO6hBHRg8wTO8wpszdl6cd+djPrri5DtH8AfO5w+0q5IK</latexit>

L5
<latexit sha1_base64="w/bGZi8cuoNvUrS3fTixJZjDYg8=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYVcULYM2FhYRzAOSJcxOJsmQ2dl15m4gLPkOGwtFbP0YO//G2WQLTTwwcDjnXu6ZE8RSGHTdb2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNkyUaMbrLJKRbgXUcCkUr6NAyVux5jQMJG8Go9vMb465NiJSjziJuR/SgRJ9wShaye+EFIeMyvR+2r3slspuxZ2BLBMvJ2XIUeuWvjq9iCUhV8gkNabtuTH6KdUomOTTYicxPKZsRAe8bamiITd+Ogs9JadW6ZF+pO1TSGbq742UhsZMwsBOZiHNopeJ/3ntBPvXfipUnCBXbH6on0iCEckaID2hOUM5sYQyLWxWwoZUU4a2p6ItwVv88jJpnFc8yx8uytWbvI4CHMMJnIEHV1CFO6hBHRg8wTO8wpszdl6cd+djPrri5DtH8AfO5w+0q5IK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w/bGZi8cuoNvUrS3fTixJZjDYg8=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYVcULYM2FhYRzAOSJcxOJsmQ2dl15m4gLPkOGwtFbP0YO//G2WQLTTwwcDjnXu6ZE8RSGHTdb2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNkyUaMbrLJKRbgXUcCkUr6NAyVux5jQMJG8Go9vMb465NiJSjziJuR/SgRJ9wShaye+EFIeMyvR+2r3slspuxZ2BLBMvJ2XIUeuWvjq9iCUhV8gkNabtuTH6KdUomOTTYicxPKZsRAe8bamiITd+Ogs9JadW6ZF+pO1TSGbq742UhsZMwsBOZiHNopeJ/3ntBPvXfipUnCBXbH6on0iCEckaID2hOUM5sYQyLWxWwoZUU4a2p6ItwVv88jJpnFc8yx8uytWbvI4CHMMJnIEHV1CFO6hBHRg8wTO8wpszdl6cd+djPrri5DtH8AfO5w+0q5IK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w/bGZi8cuoNvUrS3fTixJZjDYg8=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYVcULYM2FhYRzAOSJcxOJsmQ2dl15m4gLPkOGwtFbP0YO//G2WQLTTwwcDjnXu6ZE8RSGHTdb2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNkyUaMbrLJKRbgXUcCkUr6NAyVux5jQMJG8Go9vMb465NiJSjziJuR/SgRJ9wShaye+EFIeMyvR+2r3slspuxZ2BLBMvJ2XIUeuWvjq9iCUhV8gkNabtuTH6KdUomOTTYicxPKZsRAe8bamiITd+Ogs9JadW6ZF+pO1TSGbq742UhsZMwsBOZiHNopeJ/3ntBPvXfipUnCBXbH6on0iCEckaID2hOUM5sYQyLWxWwoZUU4a2p6ItwVv88jJpnFc8yx8uytWbvI4CHMMJnIEHV1CFO6hBHRg8wTO8wpszdl6cd+djPrri5DtH8AfO5w+0q5IK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w/bGZi8cuoNvUrS3fTixJZjDYg8=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYVcULYM2FhYRzAOSJcxOJsmQ2dl15m4gLPkOGwtFbP0YO//G2WQLTTwwcDjnXu6ZE8RSGHTdb2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNkyUaMbrLJKRbgXUcCkUr6NAyVux5jQMJG8Go9vMb465NiJSjziJuR/SgRJ9wShaye+EFIeMyvR+2r3slspuxZ2BLBMvJ2XIUeuWvjq9iCUhV8gkNabtuTH6KdUomOTTYicxPKZsRAe8bamiITd+Ogs9JadW6ZF+pO1TSGbq742UhsZMwsBOZiHNopeJ/3ntBPvXfipUnCBXbH6on0iCEckaID2hOUM5sYQyLWxWwoZUU4a2p6ItwVv88jJpnFc8yx8uytWbvI4CHMMJnIEHV1CFO6hBHRg8wTO8wpszdl6cd+djPrri5DtH8AfO5w+0q5IK</latexit>

L5
<latexit sha1_base64="w/bGZi8cuoNvUrS3fTixJZjDYg8=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYVcULYM2FhYRzAOSJcxOJsmQ2dl15m4gLPkOGwtFbP0YO//G2WQLTTwwcDjnXu6ZE8RSGHTdb2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNkyUaMbrLJKRbgXUcCkUr6NAyVux5jQMJG8Go9vMb465NiJSjziJuR/SgRJ9wShaye+EFIeMyvR+2r3slspuxZ2BLBMvJ2XIUeuWvjq9iCUhV8gkNabtuTH6KdUomOTTYicxPKZsRAe8bamiITd+Ogs9JadW6ZF+pO1TSGbq742UhsZMwsBOZiHNopeJ/3ntBPvXfipUnCBXbH6on0iCEckaID2hOUM5sYQyLWxWwoZUU4a2p6ItwVv88jJpnFc8yx8uytWbvI4CHMMJnIEHV1CFO6hBHRg8wTO8wpszdl6cd+djPrri5DtH8AfO5w+0q5IK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w/bGZi8cuoNvUrS3fTixJZjDYg8=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYVcULYM2FhYRzAOSJcxOJsmQ2dl15m4gLPkOGwtFbP0YO//G2WQLTTwwcDjnXu6ZE8RSGHTdb2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNkyUaMbrLJKRbgXUcCkUr6NAyVux5jQMJG8Go9vMb465NiJSjziJuR/SgRJ9wShaye+EFIeMyvR+2r3slspuxZ2BLBMvJ2XIUeuWvjq9iCUhV8gkNabtuTH6KdUomOTTYicxPKZsRAe8bamiITd+Ogs9JadW6ZF+pO1TSGbq742UhsZMwsBOZiHNopeJ/3ntBPvXfipUnCBXbH6on0iCEckaID2hOUM5sYQyLWxWwoZUU4a2p6ItwVv88jJpnFc8yx8uytWbvI4CHMMJnIEHV1CFO6hBHRg8wTO8wpszdl6cd+djPrri5DtH8AfO5w+0q5IK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w/bGZi8cuoNvUrS3fTixJZjDYg8=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYVcULYM2FhYRzAOSJcxOJsmQ2dl15m4gLPkOGwtFbP0YO//G2WQLTTwwcDjnXu6ZE8RSGHTdb2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNkyUaMbrLJKRbgXUcCkUr6NAyVux5jQMJG8Go9vMb465NiJSjziJuR/SgRJ9wShaye+EFIeMyvR+2r3slspuxZ2BLBMvJ2XIUeuWvjq9iCUhV8gkNabtuTH6KdUomOTTYicxPKZsRAe8bamiITd+Ogs9JadW6ZF+pO1TSGbq742UhsZMwsBOZiHNopeJ/3ntBPvXfipUnCBXbH6on0iCEckaID2hOUM5sYQyLWxWwoZUU4a2p6ItwVv88jJpnFc8yx8uytWbvI4CHMMJnIEHV1CFO6hBHRg8wTO8wpszdl6cd+djPrri5DtH8AfO5w+0q5IK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w/bGZi8cuoNvUrS3fTixJZjDYg8=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYVcULYM2FhYRzAOSJcxOJsmQ2dl15m4gLPkOGwtFbP0YO//G2WQLTTwwcDjnXu6ZE8RSGHTdb2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNkyUaMbrLJKRbgXUcCkUr6NAyVux5jQMJG8Go9vMb465NiJSjziJuR/SgRJ9wShaye+EFIeMyvR+2r3slspuxZ2BLBMvJ2XIUeuWvjq9iCUhV8gkNabtuTH6KdUomOTTYicxPKZsRAe8bamiITd+Ogs9JadW6ZF+pO1TSGbq742UhsZMwsBOZiHNopeJ/3ntBPvXfipUnCBXbH6on0iCEckaID2hOUM5sYQyLWxWwoZUU4a2p6ItwVv88jJpnFc8yx8uytWbvI4CHMMJnIEHV1CFO6hBHRg8wTO8wpszdl6cd+djPrri5DtH8AfO5w+0q5IK</latexit>

m3
<latexit sha1_base64="Z/FeqMhI7msgLFy1iFOYlc2Bq7g=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2VdBj0YvHitYW2qVk09k2NMkuSVYopT/BiwdFvPqLvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8fPJok0wwbLBGJbkXUoOAKG5Zbga1UI5WRwGY0vJnWm0+oDU/Ugx2lGEraVzzmjFpn3cvuebdc8av+TGQZghwqkKveLX91egnLJCrLBDWmHfipDcdUW84ETkqdzGBK2ZD2se1QUYkmHM9WnZAT5/RInGj3lCUz9/fEmEpjRjJynZLagVmsTc3/au3MxlfhmKs0s6jY/KM4E8QmZHo36XGNzIqRA8o0d7sSNqCaMuvSKbkQgsWTl+HxrBo4vruo1K7zOIpwBMdwCgFcQg1uoQ4NYNCHZ3iFN094L9679zFvLXj5zCH8kff5A/3pjZc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z/FeqMhI7msgLFy1iFOYlc2Bq7g=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2VdBj0YvHitYW2qVk09k2NMkuSVYopT/BiwdFvPqLvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8fPJok0wwbLBGJbkXUoOAKG5Zbga1UI5WRwGY0vJnWm0+oDU/Ugx2lGEraVzzmjFpn3cvuebdc8av+TGQZghwqkKveLX91egnLJCrLBDWmHfipDcdUW84ETkqdzGBK2ZD2se1QUYkmHM9WnZAT5/RInGj3lCUz9/fEmEpjRjJynZLagVmsTc3/au3MxlfhmKs0s6jY/KM4E8QmZHo36XGNzIqRA8o0d7sSNqCaMuvSKbkQgsWTl+HxrBo4vruo1K7zOIpwBMdwCgFcQg1uoQ4NYNCHZ3iFN094L9679zFvLXj5zCH8kff5A/3pjZc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z/FeqMhI7msgLFy1iFOYlc2Bq7g=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2VdBj0YvHitYW2qVk09k2NMkuSVYopT/BiwdFvPqLvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8fPJok0wwbLBGJbkXUoOAKG5Zbga1UI5WRwGY0vJnWm0+oDU/Ugx2lGEraVzzmjFpn3cvuebdc8av+TGQZghwqkKveLX91egnLJCrLBDWmHfipDcdUW84ETkqdzGBK2ZD2se1QUYkmHM9WnZAT5/RInGj3lCUz9/fEmEpjRjJynZLagVmsTc3/au3MxlfhmKs0s6jY/KM4E8QmZHo36XGNzIqRA8o0d7sSNqCaMuvSKbkQgsWTl+HxrBo4vruo1K7zOIpwBMdwCgFcQg1uoQ4NYNCHZ3iFN094L9679zFvLXj5zCH8kff5A/3pjZc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ck8pdC+ekZH4nUmSP+ZG7r8lEyk=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odOn4MoA7ncAFXEMIN3MEDdKALAhJ4hXdv4r15H6uuat66tDP4I+/zBzjGijg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hakV+6BZA6W+Ms8pp0xwWJL3j1k=">AAAB33icbZBLSwMxFIXv1FetVatbN8EiuCozutCl4MZlRVsL7VAyaaYNzWNI7ghl6E9w40IR/5U7/43pY6GtBwIf5yTk3pNkUjgMw++gtLG5tb1T3q3sVfcPDmtH1bYzuWW8xYw0tpNQx6XQvIUCJe9kllOVSP6UjG9n+dMzt04Y/YiTjMeKDrVIBaPorQfVv+zX6mEjnIusQ7SEOizV7Ne+egPDcsU1Mkmd60ZhhnFBLQom+bTSyx3PKBvTIe961FRxFxfzUafkzDsDkhrrj0Yyd3+/KKhybqISf1NRHLnVbGb+l3VzTK/jQugsR67Z4qM0lwQNme1NBsJyhnLigTIr/KyEjailDH07FV9CtLryOrQvGpHn+xDKcAKncA4RXMEN3EETWsBgCC/wBu+BDF6Dj0VdpWDZ2zH8UfD5A+L2jEI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hakV+6BZA6W+Ms8pp0xwWJL3j1k=">AAAB33icbZBLSwMxFIXv1FetVatbN8EiuCozutCl4MZlRVsL7VAyaaYNzWNI7ghl6E9w40IR/5U7/43pY6GtBwIf5yTk3pNkUjgMw++gtLG5tb1T3q3sVfcPDmtH1bYzuWW8xYw0tpNQx6XQvIUCJe9kllOVSP6UjG9n+dMzt04Y/YiTjMeKDrVIBaPorQfVv+zX6mEjnIusQ7SEOizV7Ne+egPDcsU1Mkmd60ZhhnFBLQom+bTSyx3PKBvTIe961FRxFxfzUafkzDsDkhrrj0Yyd3+/KKhybqISf1NRHLnVbGb+l3VzTK/jQugsR67Z4qM0lwQNme1NBsJyhnLigTIr/KyEjailDH07FV9CtLryOrQvGpHn+xDKcAKncA4RXMEN3EETWsBgCC/wBu+BDF6Dj0VdpWDZ2zH8UfD5A+L2jEI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rSrEdf+Hd/zzkSrFurK5yOrBXH4=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR29aDHohePFe0HtEvJptk2NMkuyaxQSn+CFw+KePUXefPfmLZ70NYXAg/vzJCZN0qlsOj7315hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8eNW2SGcYbLJGJaUfUcik0b6BAydup4VRFkrei0e2s3nrixopEP+I45aGiAy1iwSg660H1Lnvlil/15yKrEORQgVz1Xvmr209YprhGJqm1ncBPMZxQg4JJPi11M8tTykZ0wDsONVXchpP5qlNy5pw+iRPjnkYyd39PTKiydqwi16koDu1ybWb+V+tkGF+HE6HTDLlmi4/iTBJMyOxu0heGM5RjB5QZ4XYlbEgNZejSKbkQguWTV6F5UQ0c3/uV2k0eRxFO4BTOIYArqMEd1KEBDAbwDK/w5knvxXv3PhatBS+fOYY/8j5/APypjZM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z/FeqMhI7msgLFy1iFOYlc2Bq7g=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2VdBj0YvHitYW2qVk09k2NMkuSVYopT/BiwdFvPqLvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8fPJok0wwbLBGJbkXUoOAKG5Zbga1UI5WRwGY0vJnWm0+oDU/Ugx2lGEraVzzmjFpn3cvuebdc8av+TGQZghwqkKveLX91egnLJCrLBDWmHfipDcdUW84ETkqdzGBK2ZD2se1QUYkmHM9WnZAT5/RInGj3lCUz9/fEmEpjRjJynZLagVmsTc3/au3MxlfhmKs0s6jY/KM4E8QmZHo36XGNzIqRA8o0d7sSNqCaMuvSKbkQgsWTl+HxrBo4vruo1K7zOIpwBMdwCgFcQg1uoQ4NYNCHZ3iFN094L9679zFvLXj5zCH8kff5A/3pjZc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z/FeqMhI7msgLFy1iFOYlc2Bq7g=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2VdBj0YvHitYW2qVk09k2NMkuSVYopT/BiwdFvPqLvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8fPJok0wwbLBGJbkXUoOAKG5Zbga1UI5WRwGY0vJnWm0+oDU/Ugx2lGEraVzzmjFpn3cvuebdc8av+TGQZghwqkKveLX91egnLJCrLBDWmHfipDcdUW84ETkqdzGBK2ZD2se1QUYkmHM9WnZAT5/RInGj3lCUz9/fEmEpjRjJynZLagVmsTc3/au3MxlfhmKs0s6jY/KM4E8QmZHo36XGNzIqRA8o0d7sSNqCaMuvSKbkQgsWTl+HxrBo4vruo1K7zOIpwBMdwCgFcQg1uoQ4NYNCHZ3iFN094L9679zFvLXj5zCH8kff5A/3pjZc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z/FeqMhI7msgLFy1iFOYlc2Bq7g=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2VdBj0YvHitYW2qVk09k2NMkuSVYopT/BiwdFvPqLvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8fPJok0wwbLBGJbkXUoOAKG5Zbga1UI5WRwGY0vJnWm0+oDU/Ugx2lGEraVzzmjFpn3cvuebdc8av+TGQZghwqkKveLX91egnLJCrLBDWmHfipDcdUW84ETkqdzGBK2ZD2se1QUYkmHM9WnZAT5/RInGj3lCUz9/fEmEpjRjJynZLagVmsTc3/au3MxlfhmKs0s6jY/KM4E8QmZHo36XGNzIqRA8o0d7sSNqCaMuvSKbkQgsWTl+HxrBo4vruo1K7zOIpwBMdwCgFcQg1uoQ4NYNCHZ3iFN094L9679zFvLXj5zCH8kff5A/3pjZc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z/FeqMhI7msgLFy1iFOYlc2Bq7g=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2VdBj0YvHitYW2qVk09k2NMkuSVYopT/BiwdFvPqLvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8fPJok0wwbLBGJbkXUoOAKG5Zbga1UI5WRwGY0vJnWm0+oDU/Ugx2lGEraVzzmjFpn3cvuebdc8av+TGQZghwqkKveLX91egnLJCrLBDWmHfipDcdUW84ETkqdzGBK2ZD2se1QUYkmHM9WnZAT5/RInGj3lCUz9/fEmEpjRjJynZLagVmsTc3/au3MxlfhmKs0s6jY/KM4E8QmZHo36XGNzIqRA8o0d7sSNqCaMuvSKbkQgsWTl+HxrBo4vruo1K7zOIpwBMdwCgFcQg1uoQ4NYNCHZ3iFN094L9679zFvLXj5zCH8kff5A/3pjZc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z/FeqMhI7msgLFy1iFOYlc2Bq7g=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2VdBj0YvHitYW2qVk09k2NMkuSVYopT/BiwdFvPqLvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8fPJok0wwbLBGJbkXUoOAKG5Zbga1UI5WRwGY0vJnWm0+oDU/Ugx2lGEraVzzmjFpn3cvuebdc8av+TGQZghwqkKveLX91egnLJCrLBDWmHfipDcdUW84ETkqdzGBK2ZD2se1QUYkmHM9WnZAT5/RInGj3lCUz9/fEmEpjRjJynZLagVmsTc3/au3MxlfhmKs0s6jY/KM4E8QmZHo36XGNzIqRA8o0d7sSNqCaMuvSKbkQgsWTl+HxrBo4vruo1K7zOIpwBMdwCgFcQg1uoQ4NYNCHZ3iFN094L9679zFvLXj5zCH8kff5A/3pjZc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z/FeqMhI7msgLFy1iFOYlc2Bq7g=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2VdBj0YvHitYW2qVk09k2NMkuSVYopT/BiwdFvPqLvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8fPJok0wwbLBGJbkXUoOAKG5Zbga1UI5WRwGY0vJnWm0+oDU/Ugx2lGEraVzzmjFpn3cvuebdc8av+TGQZghwqkKveLX91egnLJCrLBDWmHfipDcdUW84ETkqdzGBK2ZD2se1QUYkmHM9WnZAT5/RInGj3lCUz9/fEmEpjRjJynZLagVmsTc3/au3MxlfhmKs0s6jY/KM4E8QmZHo36XGNzIqRA8o0d7sSNqCaMuvSKbkQgsWTl+HxrBo4vruo1K7zOIpwBMdwCgFcQg1uoQ4NYNCHZ3iFN094L9679zFvLXj5zCH8kff5A/3pjZc=</latexit>

m2
<latexit sha1_base64="MS7jbLZtl8m0N1n1G+TlRiU+n84=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS7AInspuEfRY9OKxov2AdinZNNuGJtklmRVK6U/w4kERr/4ib/4b03YP2vpC4OGdGTLzRqkUFn3/21tb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHTZtkhvEGS2Ri2hG1XArNGyhQ8nZqOFWR5K1odDurt564sSLRjzhOeajoQItYMIrOelC9aq9U9iv+XGQVghzKkKveK311+wnLFNfIJLW2E/gphhNqUDDJp8VuZnlK2YgOeMehporbcDJfdUrOndMncWLc00jm7u+JCVXWjlXkOhXFoV2uzcz/ap0M4+twInSaIdds8VGcSYIJmd1N+sJwhnLsgDIj3K6EDamhDF06RRdCsHzyKjSrlcDx/WW5dpPHUYBTOIMLCOAKanAHdWgAgwE8wyu8edJ78d69j0XrmpfPnMAfeZ8//GWNlg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MS7jbLZtl8m0N1n1G+TlRiU+n84=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS7AInspuEfRY9OKxov2AdinZNNuGJtklmRVK6U/w4kERr/4ib/4b03YP2vpC4OGdGTLzRqkUFn3/21tb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHTZtkhvEGS2Ri2hG1XArNGyhQ8nZqOFWR5K1odDurt564sSLRjzhOeajoQItYMIrOelC9aq9U9iv+XGQVghzKkKveK311+wnLFNfIJLW2E/gphhNqUDDJp8VuZnlK2YgOeMehporbcDJfdUrOndMncWLc00jm7u+JCVXWjlXkOhXFoV2uzcz/ap0M4+twInSaIdds8VGcSYIJmd1N+sJwhnLsgDIj3K6EDamhDF06RRdCsHzyKjSrlcDx/WW5dpPHUYBTOIMLCOAKanAHdWgAgwE8wyu8edJ78d69j0XrmpfPnMAfeZ8//GWNlg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MS7jbLZtl8m0N1n1G+TlRiU+n84=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS7AInspuEfRY9OKxov2AdinZNNuGJtklmRVK6U/w4kERr/4ib/4b03YP2vpC4OGdGTLzRqkUFn3/21tb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHTZtkhvEGS2Ri2hG1XArNGyhQ8nZqOFWR5K1odDurt564sSLRjzhOeajoQItYMIrOelC9aq9U9iv+XGQVghzKkKveK311+wnLFNfIJLW2E/gphhNqUDDJp8VuZnlK2YgOeMehporbcDJfdUrOndMncWLc00jm7u+JCVXWjlXkOhXFoV2uzcz/ap0M4+twInSaIdds8VGcSYIJmd1N+sJwhnLsgDIj3K6EDamhDF06RRdCsHzyKjSrlcDx/WW5dpPHUYBTOIMLCOAKanAHdWgAgwE8wyu8edJ78d69j0XrmpfPnMAfeZ8//GWNlg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ck8pdC+ekZH4nUmSP+ZG7r8lEyk=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odOn4MoA7ncAFXEMIN3MEDdKALAhJ4hXdv4r15H6uuat66tDP4I+/zBzjGijg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2jEHbLv2zmMoYJzoXTqg35llM9k=">AAAB33icbZBLSwMxFIXv+Ky1anXrJlgEV2WmG10KblxWtA9oh5JJ77SheQxJRihDf4IbF4r4r9z5b0wfC209EPg4JyH3niQT3Low/A62tnd29/ZLB+XDytHxSfW00rY6NwxbTAttugm1KLjCluNOYDczSGUisJNM7uZ55xmN5Vo9uWmGsaQjxVPOqPPWoxw0BtVaWA8XIpsQraAGKzUH1a/+ULNconJMUGt7UZi5uKDGcSZwVu7nFjPKJnSEPY+KSrRxsRh1Ri69MySpNv4oRxbu7xcFldZOZeJvSurGdj2bm/9lvdylN3HBVZY7VGz5UZoL4jSZ702G3CBzYuqBMsP9rISNqaHM+XbKvoRofeVNaDfqkeeHEEpwDhdwBRFcwy3cQxNawGAEL/AG74EIXoOPZV1bwaq3M/ij4PMH4X2MQQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2jEHbLv2zmMoYJzoXTqg35llM9k=">AAAB33icbZBLSwMxFIXv+Ky1anXrJlgEV2WmG10KblxWtA9oh5JJ77SheQxJRihDf4IbF4r4r9z5b0wfC209EPg4JyH3niQT3Low/A62tnd29/ZLB+XDytHxSfW00rY6NwxbTAttugm1KLjCluNOYDczSGUisJNM7uZ55xmN5Vo9uWmGsaQjxVPOqPPWoxw0BtVaWA8XIpsQraAGKzUH1a/+ULNconJMUGt7UZi5uKDGcSZwVu7nFjPKJnSEPY+KSrRxsRh1Ri69MySpNv4oRxbu7xcFldZOZeJvSurGdj2bm/9lvdylN3HBVZY7VGz5UZoL4jSZ702G3CBzYuqBMsP9rISNqaHM+XbKvoRofeVNaDfqkeeHEEpwDhdwBRFcwy3cQxNawGAEL/AG74EIXoOPZV1bwaq3M/ij4PMH4X2MQQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yfl7Lv3/q58BBpbt0i7helq1j24=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2e9Fj0YvHivYD2qVk09k2NMkuSVYopT/BiwdFvPqLvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftEySaYZNlohEdyJqUHCFTcutwE6qkcpIYDsa387r7SfUhifq0U5SDCUdKh5zRq2zHmS/1i9X/Kq/EFmHIIcK5Gr0y1+9QcIyicoyQY3pBn5qwynVljOBs1IvM5hSNqZD7DpUVKIJp4tVZ+TCOQMSJ9o9ZcnC/T0xpdKYiYxcp6R2ZFZrc/O/Wjez8XU45SrNLCq2/CjOBLEJmd9NBlwjs2LigDLN3a6EjaimzLp0Si6EYPXkdWjVqoHje79Sv8njKMIZnMMlBHAFdbiDBjSBwRCe4RXePOG9eO/ex7K14OUzp/BH3ucP+yWNkg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MS7jbLZtl8m0N1n1G+TlRiU+n84=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS7AInspuEfRY9OKxov2AdinZNNuGJtklmRVK6U/w4kERr/4ib/4b03YP2vpC4OGdGTLzRqkUFn3/21tb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHTZtkhvEGS2Ri2hG1XArNGyhQ8nZqOFWR5K1odDurt564sSLRjzhOeajoQItYMIrOelC9aq9U9iv+XGQVghzKkKveK311+wnLFNfIJLW2E/gphhNqUDDJp8VuZnlK2YgOeMehporbcDJfdUrOndMncWLc00jm7u+JCVXWjlXkOhXFoV2uzcz/ap0M4+twInSaIdds8VGcSYIJmd1N+sJwhnLsgDIj3K6EDamhDF06RRdCsHzyKjSrlcDx/WW5dpPHUYBTOIMLCOAKanAHdWgAgwE8wyu8edJ78d69j0XrmpfPnMAfeZ8//GWNlg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MS7jbLZtl8m0N1n1G+TlRiU+n84=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS7AInspuEfRY9OKxov2AdinZNNuGJtklmRVK6U/w4kERr/4ib/4b03YP2vpC4OGdGTLzRqkUFn3/21tb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHTZtkhvEGS2Ri2hG1XArNGyhQ8nZqOFWR5K1odDurt564sSLRjzhOeajoQItYMIrOelC9aq9U9iv+XGQVghzKkKveK311+wnLFNfIJLW2E/gphhNqUDDJp8VuZnlK2YgOeMehporbcDJfdUrOndMncWLc00jm7u+JCVXWjlXkOhXFoV2uzcz/ap0M4+twInSaIdds8VGcSYIJmd1N+sJwhnLsgDIj3K6EDamhDF06RRdCsHzyKjSrlcDx/WW5dpPHUYBTOIMLCOAKanAHdWgAgwE8wyu8edJ78d69j0XrmpfPnMAfeZ8//GWNlg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MS7jbLZtl8m0N1n1G+TlRiU+n84=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS7AInspuEfRY9OKxov2AdinZNNuGJtklmRVK6U/w4kERr/4ib/4b03YP2vpC4OGdGTLzRqkUFn3/21tb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHTZtkhvEGS2Ri2hG1XArNGyhQ8nZqOFWR5K1odDurt564sSLRjzhOeajoQItYMIrOelC9aq9U9iv+XGQVghzKkKveK311+wnLFNfIJLW2E/gphhNqUDDJp8VuZnlK2YgOeMehporbcDJfdUrOndMncWLc00jm7u+JCVXWjlXkOhXFoV2uzcz/ap0M4+twInSaIdds8VGcSYIJmd1N+sJwhnLsgDIj3K6EDamhDF06RRdCsHzyKjSrlcDx/WW5dpPHUYBTOIMLCOAKanAHdWgAgwE8wyu8edJ78d69j0XrmpfPnMAfeZ8//GWNlg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MS7jbLZtl8m0N1n1G+TlRiU+n84=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS7AInspuEfRY9OKxov2AdinZNNuGJtklmRVK6U/w4kERr/4ib/4b03YP2vpC4OGdGTLzRqkUFn3/21tb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHTZtkhvEGS2Ri2hG1XArNGyhQ8nZqOFWR5K1odDurt564sSLRjzhOeajoQItYMIrOelC9aq9U9iv+XGQVghzKkKveK311+wnLFNfIJLW2E/gphhNqUDDJp8VuZnlK2YgOeMehporbcDJfdUrOndMncWLc00jm7u+JCVXWjlXkOhXFoV2uzcz/ap0M4+twInSaIdds8VGcSYIJmd1N+sJwhnLsgDIj3K6EDamhDF06RRdCsHzyKjSrlcDx/WW5dpPHUYBTOIMLCOAKanAHdWgAgwE8wyu8edJ78d69j0XrmpfPnMAfeZ8//GWNlg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MS7jbLZtl8m0N1n1G+TlRiU+n84=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS7AInspuEfRY9OKxov2AdinZNNuGJtklmRVK6U/w4kERr/4ib/4b03YP2vpC4OGdGTLzRqkUFn3/21tb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHTZtkhvEGS2Ri2hG1XArNGyhQ8nZqOFWR5K1odDurt564sSLRjzhOeajoQItYMIrOelC9aq9U9iv+XGQVghzKkKveK311+wnLFNfIJLW2E/gphhNqUDDJp8VuZnlK2YgOeMehporbcDJfdUrOndMncWLc00jm7u+JCVXWjlXkOhXFoV2uzcz/ap0M4+twInSaIdds8VGcSYIJmd1N+sJwhnLsgDIj3K6EDamhDF06RRdCsHzyKjSrlcDx/WW5dpPHUYBTOIMLCOAKanAHdWgAgwE8wyu8edJ78d69j0XrmpfPnMAfeZ8//GWNlg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MS7jbLZtl8m0N1n1G+TlRiU+n84=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS7AInspuEfRY9OKxov2AdinZNNuGJtklmRVK6U/w4kERr/4ib/4b03YP2vpC4OGdGTLzRqkUFn3/21tb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHTZtkhvEGS2Ri2hG1XArNGyhQ8nZqOFWR5K1odDurt564sSLRjzhOeajoQItYMIrOelC9aq9U9iv+XGQVghzKkKveK311+wnLFNfIJLW2E/gphhNqUDDJp8VuZnlK2YgOeMehporbcDJfdUrOndMncWLc00jm7u+JCVXWjlXkOhXFoV2uzcz/ap0M4+twInSaIdds8VGcSYIJmd1N+sJwhnLsgDIj3K6EDamhDF06RRdCsHzyKjSrlcDx/WW5dpPHUYBTOIMLCOAKanAHdWgAgwE8wyu8edJ78d69j0XrmpfPnMAfeZ8//GWNlg==</latexit>

L3
<latexit sha1_base64="SixqFw1hcpBqLG4Nr78uBSkrxMc=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYVcFLYM2FhYRzAOSJcxOJsmQ2dl15m4gLPkOGwtFbP0YO//G2WQLTTwwcDjnXu6ZE8RSGHTdb2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNkyUaMbrLJKRbgXUcCkUr6NAyVux5jQMJG8Go9vMb465NiJSjziJuR/SgRJ9wShaye+EFIeMyvR+2r3olspuxZ2BLBMvJ2XIUeuWvjq9iCUhV8gkNabtuTH6KdUomOTTYicxPKZsRAe8bamiITd+Ogs9JadW6ZF+pO1TSGbq742UhsZMwsBOZiHNopeJ/3ntBPvXfipUnCBXbH6on0iCEckaID2hOUM5sYQyLWxWwoZUU4a2p6ItwVv88jJpnFc8yx8uy9WbvI4CHMMJnIEHV1CFO6hBHRg8wTO8wpszdl6cd+djPrri5DtH8AfO5w+xo5II</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SixqFw1hcpBqLG4Nr78uBSkrxMc=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYVcFLYM2FhYRzAOSJcxOJsmQ2dl15m4gLPkOGwtFbP0YO//G2WQLTTwwcDjnXu6ZE8RSGHTdb2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNkyUaMbrLJKRbgXUcCkUr6NAyVux5jQMJG8Go9vMb465NiJSjziJuR/SgRJ9wShaye+EFIeMyvR+2r3olspuxZ2BLBMvJ2XIUeuWvjq9iCUhV8gkNabtuTH6KdUomOTTYicxPKZsRAe8bamiITd+Ogs9JadW6ZF+pO1TSGbq742UhsZMwsBOZiHNopeJ/3ntBPvXfipUnCBXbH6on0iCEckaID2hOUM5sYQyLWxWwoZUU4a2p6ItwVv88jJpnFc8yx8uy9WbvI4CHMMJnIEHV1CFO6hBHRg8wTO8wpszdl6cd+djPrri5DtH8AfO5w+xo5II</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SixqFw1hcpBqLG4Nr78uBSkrxMc=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYVcFLYM2FhYRzAOSJcxOJsmQ2dl15m4gLPkOGwtFbP0YO//G2WQLTTwwcDjnXu6ZE8RSGHTdb2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNkyUaMbrLJKRbgXUcCkUr6NAyVux5jQMJG8Go9vMb465NiJSjziJuR/SgRJ9wShaye+EFIeMyvR+2r3olspuxZ2BLBMvJ2XIUeuWvjq9iCUhV8gkNabtuTH6KdUomOTTYicxPKZsRAe8bamiITd+Ogs9JadW6ZF+pO1TSGbq742UhsZMwsBOZiHNopeJ/3ntBPvXfipUnCBXbH6on0iCEckaID2hOUM5sYQyLWxWwoZUU4a2p6ItwVv88jJpnFc8yx8uy9WbvI4CHMMJnIEHV1CFO6hBHRg8wTO8wpszdl6cd+djPrri5DtH8AfO5w+xo5II</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SixqFw1hcpBqLG4Nr78uBSkrxMc=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYVcFLYM2FhYRzAOSJcxOJsmQ2dl15m4gLPkOGwtFbP0YO//G2WQLTTwwcDjnXu6ZE8RSGHTdb2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNkyUaMbrLJKRbgXUcCkUr6NAyVux5jQMJG8Go9vMb465NiJSjziJuR/SgRJ9wShaye+EFIeMyvR+2r3olspuxZ2BLBMvJ2XIUeuWvjq9iCUhV8gkNabtuTH6KdUomOTTYicxPKZsRAe8bamiITd+Ogs9JadW6ZF+pO1TSGbq742UhsZMwsBOZiHNopeJ/3ntBPvXfipUnCBXbH6on0iCEckaID2hOUM5sYQyLWxWwoZUU4a2p6ItwVv88jJpnFc8yx8uy9WbvI4CHMMJnIEHV1CFO6hBHRg8wTO8wpszdl6cd+djPrri5DtH8AfO5w+xo5II</latexit> L1

<latexit sha1_base64="Te+jJFbXqYx0gcbPbAwxst5BOP4=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sbCIYB6QLOHuZJIMmZ1dZ2YDYcl32FgoYuvH2Pk3ziZbaOKBgcM593LPnCAWXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKmjRFHWoJGIVDtAzQSXrGG4EawdK4ZhIFgrGN9mfmvClOaRfDTTmPkhDiUfcIrGSn43RDOiKNL7Wc/rlStu1Z2DrBIvJxXIUe+Vv7r9iCYhk4YK1LrjubHxU1SGU8FmpW6iWYx0jEPWsVRiyLSfzkPPyJlV+mQQKfukIXP190aKodbTMLCTWUi97GXif14nMYNrP+UyTgyTdHFokAhiIpI1QPpcMWrE1BKkitushI5QITW2p5ItwVv+8ippXlQ9yx8uK7WbvI4inMApnIMHV1CDO6hDAyg8wTO8wpszcV6cd+djMVpw8p1j+APn8weum5IG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Te+jJFbXqYx0gcbPbAwxst5BOP4=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sbCIYB6QLOHuZJIMmZ1dZ2YDYcl32FgoYuvH2Pk3ziZbaOKBgcM593LPnCAWXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKmjRFHWoJGIVDtAzQSXrGG4EawdK4ZhIFgrGN9mfmvClOaRfDTTmPkhDiUfcIrGSn43RDOiKNL7Wc/rlStu1Z2DrBIvJxXIUe+Vv7r9iCYhk4YK1LrjubHxU1SGU8FmpW6iWYx0jEPWsVRiyLSfzkPPyJlV+mQQKfukIXP190aKodbTMLCTWUi97GXif14nMYNrP+UyTgyTdHFokAhiIpI1QPpcMWrE1BKkitushI5QITW2p5ItwVv+8ippXlQ9yx8uK7WbvI4inMApnIMHV1CDO6hDAyg8wTO8wpszcV6cd+djMVpw8p1j+APn8weum5IG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Te+jJFbXqYx0gcbPbAwxst5BOP4=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sbCIYB6QLOHuZJIMmZ1dZ2YDYcl32FgoYuvH2Pk3ziZbaOKBgcM593LPnCAWXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKmjRFHWoJGIVDtAzQSXrGG4EawdK4ZhIFgrGN9mfmvClOaRfDTTmPkhDiUfcIrGSn43RDOiKNL7Wc/rlStu1Z2DrBIvJxXIUe+Vv7r9iCYhk4YK1LrjubHxU1SGU8FmpW6iWYx0jEPWsVRiyLSfzkPPyJlV+mQQKfukIXP190aKodbTMLCTWUi97GXif14nMYNrP+UyTgyTdHFokAhiIpI1QPpcMWrE1BKkitushI5QITW2p5ItwVv+8ippXlQ9yx8uK7WbvI4inMApnIMHV1CDO6hDAyg8wTO8wpszcV6cd+djMVpw8p1j+APn8weum5IG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Te+jJFbXqYx0gcbPbAwxst5BOP4=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sbCIYB6QLOHuZJIMmZ1dZ2YDYcl32FgoYuvH2Pk3ziZbaOKBgcM593LPnCAWXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKmjRFHWoJGIVDtAzQSXrGG4EawdK4ZhIFgrGN9mfmvClOaRfDTTmPkhDiUfcIrGSn43RDOiKNL7Wc/rlStu1Z2DrBIvJxXIUe+Vv7r9iCYhk4YK1LrjubHxU1SGU8FmpW6iWYx0jEPWsVRiyLSfzkPPyJlV+mQQKfukIXP190aKodbTMLCTWUi97GXif14nMYNrP+UyTgyTdHFokAhiIpI1QPpcMWrE1BKkitushI5QITW2p5ItwVv+8ippXlQ9yx8uK7WbvI4inMApnIMHV1CDO6hDAyg8wTO8wpszcV6cd+djMVpw8p1j+APn8weum5IG</latexit>
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Fig. 5 Homoclinic alphabet at L5: (Figure 18 from [58]. Reproduced with permission of the authors). Homoclinic
motions at L5 with shortest times of flight. Green and red arc segments depict the asymptotic behavior of the homoclinic
– portion on the original stable/unstable manifold parameterizations. The blue portion of the arc is the part of the orbit
located by growing/searching the manifold atlases. Each basic motion winds once around either a primary body or a
libration point. The basic motions are L4,6 are obtained by ±120 degree rotations. The homoclinic web at L5, illustrated
in the right frame of Figure 3, is organized by these six basic motions.

of periodic orbits tangent to the vertical eigenspace of each libration point. The family can be computed
by numerical continuation begun in a small neighborhood of the libration point.

The vertical family at L5 for the triple Copenhagen problem is illustrated in Figure 6. Initially the
orbits have a “figure eight” shape, with the eight pinched at the libration point and one lobe above and one
below the z = 0 plane. The family is parameterized by energy and as energy is increased the eight opens up
and eventually “tips”, returning to the plane. The union of the L5 family forms a sphere in configuration
space enclosing the three primaries. The vertical families at L4,6 are obtained by ±120 degree rotations.

The situation at L0 in the triple Copenhagen problem is illustrated in Figure 7. Due to the symmetry of
the problem the L0 vertical family moves entirely on the z-axis. The L2 vertical family is illustrated in the
same picture. This family also appears to form a sphere, but in this case the orbits eventually accumulate
on the L0 family on the z-axis. The vertical families at L1,3 are obtained by ±120 degree rotation of the
L2 family, and hence all three families accumulate at L0.

The existence of the spatial periodic orbits illustrated in Figures 6 and 7, along with many other such
results, are proven with computer assistance in [16]. For small enough out of plane amplitude orbits in the
vertical families inherit their stability from the stability of the planar libration point. Then at L0,4,5,6 the
vertical Lyapunov orbits have complex conjugate stable/unstable Floquet exponents for some range of out
of plane amplitudes.
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Fig. 6 Vertical Lyapunov family at L5: spatial family of periodic orbits attached to L5 in the triple Copenhagen
problem. The “tube” of orbits is parameterized by energy/frequency, so that (locally) the periodic orbits are isolated in
the energy level. Orbits near L5 inherit its stability, so that many of the orbits in the picture have complex conjugate
stable/unstable Floquet multipliers. The families at L4,6 are obtained by ±120 degree rotations.

Fig. 7 Vertical Lyapunov families at L0 and L2: spatial families of periodic orbits at L0,2. The L0 family is coincident
with the z-axis and the L2 family accumulates on the L0 family. Orbits near L0 inherit its stability, so that many of the
orbits in the picture have complex conjugate stable/unstable Floquet multipliers. The L1,3 families are obtained from the
L2 family by ±120 degree rotations.

3 Parameterization of stable/unstable manifolds

In this section we review the parameterization method for stable/unstable manifolds attached to periodic
solutions of ordinary differential equations, with an eye toward numerical calculations. Much of the material
has appeared in other places, and is included here for the benefit of the reader not familiar with these
developments. Indeed it is our hope that the present section provides a useful introduction to the ideas
in context if a highly non-trivial application problem. We also stress that a concrete description of the
method accompanied by a complete description of the numerical implementation for a periodic orbit in a
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Fig. 8 Differential geometry of the parameterization method: the geometric idea behind the parameterization
method for vector fields is that a model vector field K, when pushed forward by the parameterization P , should match the
given vector field f on the image of P . Under this assumption the map P takes orbits of K to orbits of f on the image of P .
Since the orbits of K are known, we discover the dynamics on the image of P . If K models stable (respectively unstable)
dynamics for a periodic orbit then P parameterizes a local stable (respectively unstable) manifold. The relationship just
described is quantified in the invariance Equation (2).

gravitationalN -body problem having complex conjugate Floquet exponents – and hence a three dimensional
stable/unstable manifold– has not appeared before. Hence our little tutorial has some novelty. However the
reader familiar with this material may want to skip this section upon first reading.

The parameterization method is a functional analytic framework for studying invariant manifolds which
is useful in both theoretical and numerical settings. The method has been successfully applied to the study
of stable/unstable manifolds attached to fixed points of nonlinear maps between Banach spaces [17,18],
invariant circles and their whiskers in quasi-periodically forced maps, stable/unstable manifolds of normally
hyperbolic invariant tori [44–46], stable/unstable manifolds attached to equilibrium and periodic solutions
of parabolic PDEs [37,68], and quasi-periodic solutions and invariant tori in infinite dimensional systems
[38,64,48,49]. The parameterization method has also been used to formulate KAM theorems without the
use of action angle variables [31,33], and dissipative KAM theorems [21,22]. Several works focusing on
numerical aspects of the method are [9,98,66,69,67,32,20,42,54].

We make special mention of the works of [19,43,53,24,25,75]. These papers deal with various aspects
of the parameterization method for stable/unstable manifolds attached to periodic solutions of differential
equations, and are the basis of the approach to invariant manifolds employed in the present work. The rest
of the section is devoted to the review of this material.

3.1 Invariance and homological equations

Since the invariant manifolds we consider in the present work have complex Floquet exponents we describe
the method in the context of complex vector fields. So, consider the analytic vector field f : Cm → Cm and
the associated first order system of ordinary differential equations ẋ = f(x). Suppose that γ : R→ Cm and
T > 0 have

d

dt
γ(t) = f(γ(t)),

and

γ(t+ T ) = γ(t),

for all t ∈ R. We say that γ is a T -periodic solution of the differential equation.
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Assume now that γ has n stable (or unstable) Floquet exponents, which we denote by λ1, λ2, . . . , λn ∈ C.
Let Dn ⊂ Cn denote the n-dimensional unit poly-disk. Then it is natural to look for a parameterization
P : R× Dn → Cm – T periodic in the first variable – of the associated stable (or unstable) manifold.

Let Λ denote the n× n diagonal matrix of stable exponents. Then an appropriate model of the stable
manifold is the cylinder S1 × Dn endowed with the linear vector field

K(θ, σ) =

(
1
Λσ

)
.

Observe that this field has a 1-periodic solution at σ = 0, and that all orbits with σ 6= 0 converge
exponentially to this periodic orbit, making this the simplest possible model for the dynamics on the
stable manifold.

The geometric idea behind the parameterization method is to look for a parameterization P satisfying
the infinitesimal conjugacy

DP (θ, σ)K(θ, σ) = f(P (θ, σ)).

The equation demands that the push forward of the vector field K by P is equal to the vector field f
restricted to the image of P . If the vector fields are equal then they generate the same dynamics (same
orbits). But the orbits of K are known explicitly, and we have that any such P parameterizes a local stable
manifold for γ. The situation is illustrated schematically in Figure 8. Expanding the first order differential
operator DP ◦K on the left leads to the invariance equation

d

dθ
P (θ, σ) +

n∑

i=1

λiσi
∂

∂σi
P (θ, σ) = f(P (θ, σ)), (2)

which is a first order system of PDEs for P . We impose the first order constraints

P (θ, 0) = γ(θ) (3)

and
∂

∂σi
P (θ, 0) = vi(θ)

for i = 1, 2, . . . , n where vi(θ) – the stable (or unstable) normal bundle associated with the Floquet exponent
λi – solves the linear differential equation

−vj(t)′ +Df(γ(t))vj(t) = λjvj(t), (4)

for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n. The function vj is either T periodic or 2T periodic depending on wether the associated
bundle is orientable or not.

Let Φ : Cm × R → Cm be the flow generated by f . It can be shown (see any of the references given
at the end of the last section) that if P is a solution of the infinitesimal invariance Equation (2), then P
satisfies the flow conjugacy

Φ(P (θ, σ), t) = P
(
θ + t, eΛtσ

)
, (5)

for all t ≥ 0 and σ ∈ Dn. Then in fact the parameterization method recovers the dynamics on the manifold
in addition to the embedding.

Since f is analytic we look for an analytic P . To this end suppose that P has the power series expansion

P (θ, σ) =
∞∑

|α|=0

Aα(θ)σα, (6)

where for each multi-index α = (α1, α2, . . . , αn) ∈ Nα,

|α| = α1 + α2 + . . .+ αn

and given σ ∈ Dn we denote
σα = σα1

1 · σ
α2
2 · . . . · σ

αn
n .

Moreover, each of the coefficients Aα : R→ Cm are T− periodic complex functions. Plugging the expansion
(6) in (2) and matching power of σ leads to the homological equation for Aα(t) given by

d

dθ
Aα(θ) + 〈α,Λ〉Aα(θ) = f(P (θ, σ))α. (7)

where
〈α,Λ〉 = α1λ1 + . . .+ αnλn.
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Fig. 9 Parameterization of the local stable manifold of a vertical Lyapunov orbit at L0: (left) top and (right)
side view when m1 = 0.4 and m2 = 0.35. The parameterization is computed to Taylor order 5 with 20 Fourier nodes per
Taylor coefficient. The image displays the boundary torus of the parameterization P (θ, σ, σ) where where ‖σ‖ = R for
R = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1. We remark that in each case the torus is very thin, so that in the image each torus looks essentially like
a cylinder. The largest torus in the present Figure is roughly the same size as the one shown in Figure 11, however that
figure illustrates the unstable parameterization. This nevertheless gives a sense of the scale of the local parameterizations,
namely where are the primaries located.

Remark 1 (Non resonance criteria) We say that the Floquet exponents λ1, . . . , λn are resonant at order k
if there exist α ∈ Nn so that |α| = k and

〈α,Λ〉 = λi

for some λi a Floquet exponent of γ. We recall (see again any of the references cited in the last paragraph
of the previous section) that the homological equations are uniquely solvable to all orders if and only if there
are no resonances for |α| ≥ 2. In this case we say that the Floquet exponents are non-resonant. For the
examples considered in the remainder of the paper the periodic orbits had a single complex conjugate pair
of stable/unstable Floquet exponents and all the other exponents are purely imaginary. In such a case there
is no possibility of resonances for |α| ≥ 2, and the parameterization coefficients Aα(θ) are guaranteed to be
defined to all orders.

Since solutions of the homological equations are T periodic for all α, it is natural to expand it using
Fourier series. Letting ω = 2π

T where T is the period of γ we look for Aα expressed as

Aα(θ) =
∑

k∈Z
aα,ke

iωkθ.

Then, one can plug the expansion in (7) and rewrite the problem as the zero of a nonlinear operator defined
on the space of Fourier coefficients. The focus of next section is to solve (7) up to some finite order using
a finite dimensional Fourier expansion. The process will be explicitly presented in the case of the CRFBP.

3.2 Parameterized manifolds in the CRFBP

Our goal is to solve Equation (7) for the CRFBP. In fact, we use the the idea discussed in Appendix A and
first pass to an equivalent polynomial vector field f : R9 → R9. Having polynomial nonlinearities greatly
simplifies the formal series calculations, as Fourier-Taylor series are multiplied as follows.

Suppose that g, h : [0, T ]× Dn → C are given by

g(t, σ) =
∞∑

|α|=0

∑

k∈Z
aα,ke

ikωtσα,
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Fig. 10 Example: Parameterization of the stable manifold of a vertical Lyapunov orbit at L5: (top frame)
top and (bottom frame) side views in the case of equal masses. The boundary torus of the parameterized stable manifold is
displayed in green, while the periodic orbit itself is in blue (torus is very thin). We use the conjugacy relation to generate
sixteen forward asymptotic trajectories with initial data on the boundary, giving a sense of the dynamics on the three
dimensional stable manifold. The initial value are equally distributed and the resulting trajectories are displayed in red.
The manifold was computed with 20 Fourier modes per Taylor coefficient, taking the Taylor expansion to polynomial order
5. Observe that the image of the parameterization is “macroscopic” – i.e. its size is of the same order as the sides of the
equilateral triangle. The same local manifold parameterization is used to find homoclinic connections for the periodic orbit,
see Figure 18.

and

h(t, σ) =
∞∑

|α|=0

∑

k∈Z
bα,ke

ikωtσα.

We refer to g and h as Fourier-Taylor series and to

a = {aα,k ∈ C : α ∈ Nn and k ∈ Z},

and
b = {bα,k ∈ C : α ∈ Nn and k ∈ Z},
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Fig. 11 Example: Parameterization of the unstable manifold of a vertical Lyapunov orbit at L0: Top and
side view of the local unstable manifold attached to a vertical Lyapunov orbit at L0 in the CRTBP with m1 = 0.4 and
m2 = 0.35. The boundary torus of the parameterized manifold is displayed in green (torus is very thin). We use the
conjugacy relation to simulate forward trajectory for initial data on the boundary, giving a sense of the dynamics on the
manifold. The initial value are equally distributed on the domain of the parameterization and the resulting trajectories are
displayed in red. The manifold was computed with 20 Fourier modes per Taylor coefficient, taking the Taylor expansion
to polynomial order 5. The periodic orbit itself is not visible but we note that every trajectory in red accumulates to the
orbit in backward time. The same local manifold parameterization is used to find homoclinic connections for the periodic
orbit, see Figure 14.

as the Fourier-Taylor coefficients of g and h respectively. Observe that g, h are T periodic in t.

Definition 1 (Convolution product) The Fourier-Taylor series of the point-wise product g · h(t, σ) is

(g · h)(t, σ) =
∞∑

|α|=0

∑

k∈Z
(a ∗ b)α,keikωtσα,

where the Fourier-Taylor coefficients are given by the Cauchy-convolution products

(a ∗ b)α,k =
∑

α1+α2=α
α1,α2∈Nn

∑

k1+k2=k
k1,k2∈Z

aα1,k1
· bα2,k2

.

We refer to ∗ as the Cauchy-convolution product of a and b.
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The definition extends also to higher order powers. For example

g3(t, σ) =
∞∑

|α|=0

∑

k∈Z
(a ∗ a ∗ a)α,ke

ikωtσα,

where
(a ∗ a ∗ a)α,k =

∑

α1+α2+α3=α
α1,α2,α3∈Nn

∑

k1+k2+k3=k
k1,k2,k3∈Z

aα1,k1
· aα2,k2

· aα3,k3
.

Quartic and quintic powers are defined in the analogous way.
We now look for the Fourier-Taylor coefficients of the stable (or unstable) manifold parameterization,

which we write as

P (θ, σ) =
∞∑

|α|=0

∑

k∈Z
aα,ke

iωkθσα,

where

aα,k =




a1α,k
a2α,k
a3α,k
a4α,k
a5α,k
a6α,k
a7α,k
a8α,k
a9α,k




∈ C9,

for each α ∈ Nn and k ∈ Z. Observe that {a0,k}k∈Z and {aej ,k}k∈Z are the Fourier coefficients of the
periodic orbit and the j-th normal bundle respectively.

After rewriting the CRFBP as a polynomial system (see again Appendix A) and projecting Equation
(7) for the resulting polynomial field into Fourier-Taylor coefficient space, we obtain for each |α| ≥ 2 an
equivalent Fα(a) = 0 problem, where Fα is the map given by

F 1
α,k(a) =(iωk + 〈α, λ〉)a1α,k − a2α,k,

F 2
α,k(a) =(iωk + 〈α, λ〉)a2α,k − 2a4α,k − a1α,k +

3∑

i=1

mi

(
(a1 − xi) ∗ a6+i ∗ a6+i ∗ a6+i

)
α,k

,

F 3
α,k(a) =(iωk + 〈α, λ〉)a3α,k − a4α,k,

F 4
α,k(a) =(iωk + 〈α, λ〉)a4α,k + 2a2α,k − a3α,k +

3∑

i=1

mi

(
(a3 − yi) ∗ a6+i ∗ a6+i ∗ a6+i

)
α,k

,

F 5
α,k(a) =(iωk + 〈α, λ〉)a5α,k − a6α,k,

F 6
α,k(a) =(iωk + 〈α, λ〉)a6α,k +

3∑

i=1

mi

(
(a5 − zi) ∗ a6+i ∗ a6+i ∗ a6+i

)
α,k

,

F 7
α,k(a) =(iωk + 〈α, λ〉)a7α,k +

((
(a1 − x1) ∗ a2 + (a3 − y1) ∗ a4 + (a5 − z1) ∗ a6

)
∗ a7 ∗ a7 ∗ a7

)
α,k

,

F 8
α,k(a) =(iωk + 〈α, λ〉)a8α,k +

((
(a1 − x2) ∗ a2 + (a3 − y2) ∗ a4 + (a5 − z2) ∗ a6

)
∗ a8 ∗ a8 ∗ a8

)
α,k

,

F 9
α,k(a) =(iωk + 〈α, λ〉)a9α,k +

((
(a1 − x3) ∗ a2 + (a3 − y3) ∗ a4 + (a5 − z3) ∗ a6

)
∗ a9 ∗ a9 ∗ a9

)
α,k

,

Here (xi, yi, zi) for i = 1, 2, 3 denote the coordinates of the primaries.
Choose a Taylor truncation order N ≥ 2 and recursively solve the equations Fα(A) = 0 for each

2 ≤ |α| ≤ N using Newton’s method. Let
{
ajα,k

}
|α≤N,|k|<K

, 1 ≤ j ≤ 9 denote the resulting numerically

computed approximate solutions. This results in the polynomial approximation

P (N,K)(θ, σ) =
N∑

|α|=0

∑

|k|<K

āα,ke
iωkθσα

of the desired stable (unstable) manifold parameterization.
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Remark 2 (Symmetry in the case of complex conjugate eigenvalues) We are interested in the case n = 2
with λ1,2 = a± ib. The parameterization will have a complex coefficients/image, however one can check that
the Taylor coefficients have the symmetry

Aα1,α2(θ) = Aα2,α1(θ), ∀(α1, α2) ∈ N2.

Indeed this follows directly from the complex conjugate symmetry of Equation (7). So, for σ = (σ1, σ2) ∈ R2

we define P̂ (θ, σ) = P (θ, σ1 + iσ2, σ1 − iσ2) and have that the image of P̂ is real thanks to the symmetry
above. Since we are studying a real vector field we are ultimately interested in only real image of the
parameterization, and in future applications of the method we always use the complex conjugate variables
just discussed. We also note that the symmetry is further inherited by the Fourier coefficients. That is, for
all k ∈ Z and for any multi-index α = (α1, α2) we define β = (α2, α1). It follows that

aα,k = āβ,−k.

In particular the coefficients are real when k = 0. One can use this fact to reduce the computation time as
it follows that one needs only to compute half of the coefficients to determine the parameterization.

3.3 Numerical examples

We now return to the vertical Lyapunov families of periodic orbits at L0 and L4,5,6, which for small out of
plane amplitudes are insured to have complex conjugate Floquet exponents. Indeed, we find that the orbits
have the desired stability for fairly substantial out of plane amplitudes as well, see the tables in Appendix B.
For example, Figure 9 illustrates a periodic orbit at L0 with non-zero Floquet exponents of approximately
±1.2744 ± 0.8356i, so that it is possible to compute a three dimension manifold attached to the orbit.
This manifold satisfies the symmetries previously stated and we focus on its real image. To simplify the
MATLAB codes, we did not exploit the symmetries of the problem to reduce the dimension and thus
solved the homological equations for all α up to order 5. This results in an approximate parameterization
with 7, 371 non-zero Fourier-Taylor coefficients. To test the accuracy of the approximation we exploit the
conjugacy relation as follows. We use numerical integration to evaluate

E(P (N,K), θ0, σ0, t) =
∥∥∥Φ(P (N,K)(θ0, σ0), t)− P (N,K)

(
θ0 + t, eΛtσ0

)∥∥∥ ,

where we recall that

Λ =

(
λ1 0
0 λ2

)
.

To obtain best possible accuracy, we first fix the scale of the eigenvector and then choose the Taylor order
so that the last coefficients have norm close to machine precision. For the manifold previously described
and displayed in Figure 15, we sample points on the boundary of the parameterization and approximate
the error E at those points using various integration time. We take initial values evenly distributed on
the boundary of the domain of the parameterization, writing (θ, eiσ, e−iσ) with (θ, σ) ∈ [0, τ ]× [0, 2π]. We
approximated the error with the given stable manifold for 100 points in this domain and obtained the
following error approximation

max
1≤i≤100

E(P (5,20), θi, σi, 10−10) = 9.6467 · 10−11,

max
1≤i≤100

E(P (5,20), θi, σi, 10−8) = 9.6475 · 10−11,

max
1≤i≤100

E(P (5,20), θi, σi, 10−6) = 9.7219 · 10−11,

max
1≤i≤100

E(P (5,20), θi, σi, 10−4) = 2.3987 · 10−9,

max
1≤i≤100

E(P (5,20), θi, σi, 10−2) = 2.3055 · 10−7.

See also Figures 18 and 11 for other graphical illustrations of the results obtained using the parameter-
ization method for vertical Lyapunov orbits in the CRFBP.
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Fig. 12 Cycle-to-cycle connection: γ1 and γ2 are periodic orbits with P and Q parameterizations of their local unstable
and stable manifolds respectively. A homoclinic connection is equivalent to an orbit segment Γ (τ) beginning on the image
of P and terminating after time T on the image of Q. The equivalence is formalized as a two point boundary value problem
in Equation (8).

4 Cycle-to-cycle connections

To find the connection, we use the stable and unstable manifold parameterizations developed in the previous
section to formulate a two point boundary value problem for a heteroclinic/homoclinic connecting orbit
asymptotic to a periodic solution of the spatial CRFBP. In the applications we consider the periodic orbit
will be a member of one of the vertical Lyapunov families discussed in Section 2.3.

For a connection to exist, the manifolds do not need to intersect transversely in the full phase space,
but rather in the energy manifold. Recall that the spatial CRFBP conserves the Jacobi integral, so that a
trajectory u(t) ∈ R6 solving u̇ = f(u), with f as in Equation (15), must lie in a level set of the function

J(u) = u21 + u23 + 2

(
m1

r1(u)
+

m2

r2(u)
+

m3

r3(u)

)
− (u22 + u24 + u26).

So, for a given periodic orbit γ(t) there is a K ∈ R so that K = J(γ(t)) for all t. In fact we can find K by
choosing any t0 ∈ R and evaluating

J(γ(t0)) = K.

Define
K =

{
u ∈ R6 : J(u) = K

}
,

and note that K is locally a five dimensional manifold.
Consider the case where γ has two stable and two unstable Floquet exponents, so that W s,u(γ) are

three dimensional invariant manifolds. From the continuity of J it follows that W s(γ),Wu(γ) ⊂ K. Since
K is five dimensional it is possible that a pair of three dimensional submanifolds can intersect transversely
relative to K. It is highly unlikely that the images of the local stable/unstable manifold parameterizations
intersect except at γ, and it is necessary to look for a point on the local unstable manifold which is on local
stable manifold at some later time.

To formalize the discussion let γ1, γ2 : R → R6 be periodic orbits with periods T1, T2 > 0 respectively.
Suppose that J(γ1(t)) = J(γ2(t)) (note that this condition is automatically satisfied if γ1 = γ2 – the case of a
homoclinic connection). Let P,Q : R×B → R6 denote local unstable and stable manifold parameterizations
respectively, where B is the unit disk in the plane. We seek T > 0, θ0, φ0 ∈ R, σ0, ρ0 ∈ B, and a function
Γ : [0, T ]→ R6 so that





Γ̇ (t) = f(Γ (t)), ∀t ∈ (0, T )

Γ (0) = P (θ0, σ0), θ0,∈ [0, T1], σ0 ∈ B
Γ (T ) = Q(φ0, ρ0), φ0 ∈ [0, T2], ρ0 ∈ B.

(8)

That is , we seek an orbit segment Γ starting in the image of the local unstable manifold parameterization
and ending at a point in the image of the local stable manifold. The boundary conditions ensure that the
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orbit accumulates to the periodic orbit(s) in forward and backward time thanks to the conjugacy relation
(5). We observe however that solutions of the above system are not isolated, as if Γ : [0, T ] → R6 is one
solution we obtain a continuous family of other solutions Γτ : [0, T ]→ R6 by

Γτ (t) = Φ(Γ (t), τ),

for any |τ | � 1.
To isolate a solution we fix σ0, φ0 to have length R1, R2 ≤ 1 respectively. This is equivalent to asking

that the connecting orbit segment starts and finishes on a particular boundary torus of the local sta-
ble/unstable manifold, and this constraint removes the infinitesimal shift so that we have isolation. To
make this restriction explicit, we write





Γ̇ (t) = f(Γ (t)), ∀t ∈ (0, T )

Γ (0) = P (θ,R1 cos(α), R1 sin(α)), θ,∈ [0, T1], α ∈ [0, 2π]

Γ (T ) = Q(φ,R2 cos(β), R2 sin(β)), φ ∈ [0, T2], β ∈ [0, 2π],

(9)

where we remark that R1, R2 are not variables but fixed constants. This is rewritten as a zero finding
problem for G : R5 → R6.

G(T, θ, φ, α, β) = Φ(P (θ,R1 cos(α), R1 sin(α)), T )−Q(φ,R2 cos(β), R2 sin(β)), (10)

where Φ is the flow generated by f . While a zero of the system is isolated, we do not have a balanced
system of equations hence cannot apply Newton’s method. To balance the system we drop any of the three
components of the velocity. The choice depends on the trajectory of interest. Denote by Φ̂ and Q̂ the flow
and the local stable manifold parameterization each with (for example) the sixth component omitted. Then
we define Ĝ : R5 → R5 by

Ĝ(T, θ, φ, α, β) = Φ̂(P (θ, cos(α), sin(α)), T )− Q̂(φ, cos(β), sin(β)), (11)

and note that Newton’s method can be used to solve the problem.
Of course the flow Φ is only implicitly defined by the vector field f . We obtain an explicit zero finding

problem as follows. In anticipation of the discretization of the function spaces to follow we rescale time so
that the orbit segment is on the image of P at time t = −1 and on the image of Q at time t = 1. Define
F : C([−1, 1],R5)→ C([−1, 1],R5) by

F(Γ, T, θ, φ, α, β)(t) =

(
Γ (t)− P (θ, cos(α), sin(α))− T

2

∫ t
−1
f(Γ (s)) ds

Γ̂ (1)− Q̂(φ, cos(β), sin(β))

)
. (12)

In practice we apply Newton’s method to F after discretizing Γ using Chebyshev series as discussed in the
next section. Another technical detail is that since multiplication of Chebyshev series can be thought of as
multiplication of cosine series, it is once again advantageous to work with the polynomial field discussed in
the Appendix.

4.1 Chebyshev discretization of the BVP

After a translation and a rescaling of time, the solution of (12) is defined on [−1, 1] and therefore can be
expressed using Chebyshev series for all nine component. As previously mentioned the use of Chebyshev
expansion is well detailed in the literature and will lead to an operator defined on infinite sequences of
coefficients which is similar to the definition from section 3.2.

Remark 3 This approach, based on Chebyshev approximation, allow the use of a contraction mapping argu-
ment to validate the approximation. Such approach is already well known and had been the object of several
studies. The interested reader can see for example [39,62,63,99–101].

Definition 2 Let Tk : [−1, 1]→ R denotes the Chebyshev polynomials. They satisfy the recurrence relation
T0(t) = 1, T1(t) = t and

Tk+1(t) = 2tTk(t)− Tk−1(t), ∀k ≥ 1.

An analytic function f : [−1, 1]→ R can be expressed uniquely as

f(t) = a0 + 2
∞∑

k=1

akTk(t),

and it follows that the decay of the coefficients is exponential. Thus, the function f is represented uniquely
as an infinite sequence representing the coefficients of a Chebyshev expansion.
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It is possible to rewrite the solution as the zero of a well chosen infinite-dimensional operator defined on
the space of Chebyshev coefficients equivalent to the functional operator given by (12). More detail about
the rewriting of the problem can be found in the literature listed in Remark 3. Let

y = (L, θ, α, φ, β, a1, . . . , a9)

where L is the half-period (L = T
2 ), the pairs θ, α and φ, β are coordinates for the unstable and stable

parameterization of the boundary tori respectively, and ai are the coefficients of the Chebyshev expansion
of each component of the solution. So that y denotes the set of unknowns of the problem. We set

F(y) =
(
η1(y), . . . , η5(y), G1(y), . . . , G9(y)

)
, (13)

where each ηi is a scalar equation arising from the rewriting the second line in (12). We stress that each Gi

is an infinite-dimensional equation to solve for the Chebyshev coefficients. The maps are explicitly defined
as

ηi(x) =

(
ai0 + 2

∞∑

k=1

aik

)
− P i(θ,R1 cos(α), R1 sin(α)),

and

Gik(y) =

{(
ai0 + 2

∑∞
j=1(−1)jaij

)
−Qi(φ,R2 cos(β), R2 sin(β)), k = 0,

kaik − L(F (a))ik±1, k ≥ 1,

where (F (a))ik±1 = (F (a))ik+1 − (F (a))ik−1. Each F i are similar to the case of the Fourier-Taylor parame-
terization of the manifold, and they are explicitly given by

F 1
k (a) =a2k,

F 2
k (a) =2a4k + a1k −

3∑

i=1

mi

(
(a1 − xi) ? a6+i ? a6+i ? a6+i

)
k
,

F 3
k (a) =a4k,

F 4
k (a) =− 2a2k + a3k −

3∑

i=1

mi

(
(a3 − yi) ? a6+i ? a6+i ? a6+i

)
k
,

F 5
k (a) =a6k,

F 6
k (a) =−

3∑

i=1

mi

(
(a5 − zi) ? a6+i ? a6+i ? a6+i

)
k
,

F 7
k (a) =−

((
(a1 − x1) ? a2 + (a3 − y1) ? a4 + (a5 − z1) ? a6

)
? a7 ? a7 ? a7

)
k
,

F 8
k (a) =−

((
(a1 − x2) ? a2 + (a3 − y2) ? a4 + (a5 − z2) ? a6

)
? a8 ? a8 ? a8

)
k
,

F 9
k (a) =−

((
(a1 − x3) ? a2 + (a3 − y3) ? a4 + (a5 − z3) ? a6

)
? a9 ? a9 ? a9

)
k
,

where ? denotes the convolution product. That is for b = {bk}∞k=0 and c = {ck}∞k=0 two sequence of
Chebyshev coefficients

(b ? c)k =
∑

k1+k2=k
k1,k2∈Z

b|k1|c|k2|.

Again, the coordinates of the primaries are written as Chebyshev series to simplify the presentation, the
Chebyshev expansion of a constant being the constant itself as the first term and zeros for all the remaining
coeffiients.

Remark 4 (Rewriting of the problem) Note that both sums in the definition of F arise from the evaluation
of the trajectory Γ at its endpoint as well as the fact that for all k ≥ 0

Tk(−1) = (−1)k, and Tk(1) = 1.

Moreover, the tridiagonal structure of each operator Gi arise from the fact that for all k ≥ 2
∫
Tk(t)dt =

1

2

(
Tk+1(t)

k + 1
− Tk−1(t)

k − 1

)
.

To obtain the desired operator, one must use the integration formula for Chebyshev polynomials, simplify
and then regroup matching coefficients. For more details, we refer again to the literature in Remark 3.
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Remark 5 (domain subdivision) For large values of T the Chebyshev coefficients will decay slower and the
finite dimensional approximation can loose accuracy. While one can use a higher dimensional approximation
it is often more efficient to divide the domain. We will exhibit how one can split the domain in half, this
process can be repeated to divide the domain into as many pieces as desired. Recall that the original
problem is to find Γ : [0, T ]→ R6 satisfying (9). This problem is completely equivalent to the following two
boundary problems. Let 0 < T̃ < T and seek a pair of function Γ1 : [0, T̃ ]→ R6, Γ2 : [T̃ , T ]→ R6 satisfying





Γ̇1(t) = f(Γ1(t)), ∀t ∈ (0, T̃ )

Γ1(0) = P (θ,R1 cos(α), R1 sin(α)), θ,∈ [0, T1], α ∈ [0, 2π]

Γ1(T̃ ) = Γ2(T̃ ),

and




Γ̇2(t) = f(Γ2(t)), ∀t ∈ (T̃ , T )

Γ2(T̃ ) = Γ1(T̃ ),

Γ2(T ) = Q(φ,R2 cos(β), R2 sin(β)), φ ∈ [0, T2], β ∈ [0, 2π],

Note that Γ1,Γ2 are restriction of the original trajectory to smaller time. In order to construct a two point
boundary value problem for each piece we use the fact that Γ is continuous so that the restrictions must
match at the transition point. A natural choice of transition point is to set T̃ = T

2 , however the accuracy
of the solution can sometime be improved using a nonuniform mesh.

Both subdomains are then transformed into [−1, 1] and expanded using Chebyshev series. Using two
Chebyshev expansions would double the total number of variables in the problem, although the gain in the
decay rate of each sequence often allows to reduce the projection of the individual Chebyshev expansion,
resulting in the use of fewer total modes.

To find a connection, we apply Newton’s method to a finite dimensional projection of the problem.
Given a pair of manifold one can compute an approximate zero of the operator and then use definition 2
to display the approximate connection. Below is a sketch of the procedure.

1. Pick two periodic orbit γ1(t), γ2(t) and verify that J(γ1(t)) = J(γ2(t)) if the orbits are distinct.
2. Verify that both periodic orbit have the desired stability. Fix a scale for the tangent bundles as well as

the desired dimension for the finite dimension approximation in both the Fourier and Taylor direction.
Note that greater values for the scale of the bundle will require a higher choice for the Taylor direction
to maintain sufficient accuracy, but it will also reduces the integration time required to find connecting
orbits.

3. Compute P (θ, σ) the parameterization of the local unstable manifold attached to γ1(t) and Q(φ, ρ) the
parameterization of the local stable manifold attached to γ2(t).

4. Define the following positive constants dmax, ∆t, Tmax and construct a triangulation of the bound-
ary of both manifold such that the average length of the edges of every triangle is less than dmax.
Note that the boundary of the manifold is given by the case R1 = R2 = 1. Denote by T u0 =
{P (θi, cos(αi), sin(αi)) : i ∈ I} the set of vertex of the triangulation. Similarly T s0 will denote the case
associated to the stable manifold.

5. For every p ∈ T u0 , use numerical integration to obtain Φ(p,∆t) and use the resulting point to de-
fine T ut1 , where t1 = t0 + ∆t = 0 + ∆t. Refine the mesh by subdividing triangle with average edge
length greater than dmax. To subdivide an edge, note that at this step the two vertices are given by
Φ(P (θ1, cos(α1), sin(α1)), t1) and Φ(P (θ2, cos(α2), sin(α2)), t1), we approximate the midpoint of the edge
by taking the image of the midpoint in parameter space. That is, we take Φ(P (θ3, cos(α3), sin(α3)), t1)
with θ3 = θ1+θ2

2 and α3 = α1+α2

2 . Similarly, we compute and refine the set T st1 , but in this case by
integrating numerically backwards in time.

6. Find the pair minimizing the distance between the two set. That is (θ, α) and (φ, β) such that

‖Φ(P ((θ,R1 cos(α), sin(α), t1)− Φ(Q((φ,R2 cos(β), sin(β)),−t1)‖

is minimal. If the minimum distance is sufficiently small, then set L = t1 and the algorithm provides
an initial guess for the use of Newton’s method to obtain an approximate zero of the operator F given
in (13).

7. While tn < Tmax, repeat Step 5 to define T utn+1
and T stn+1

. Then, repeat Step 6 to obtain the candidate
and test the existence of a nearby approximate zero using Newton’s method.

Remark 6 (The case of collision) It is possible for some points in the triangulation to reach a collision,
such occurrence make the size of the sets T utn and T stn grow considerably. In the present work we reject such
occurrences by adding the following constraint to step 5 of the algorithm. Let vmax and dlib be positive
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constants and let Li denote the libration point shadowed by the periodic orbit γ1(t). Reject all points p
of T utn and T stn such that

√
p22 + p24 + p26 > vmax or ‖p− Li‖ > dlib. The first condition rejects collisions

since one can easily notice that any trajectory approaching one of the primaries will have large velocity.
The second condition rejects trajectories escaping a chosen neighborhood of the libration points, with such
a criteria we note that the algorithm cannot find connecting orbit with really large flying time. The choice
of vmax and dlib is guided by a priori simulation of the system and the intent to speed up the algorithm
as much as possible.

Remark 7 The algorithm is useful to determine the length of the shortest existing connection in a specific
case but its accuracy is highly dependent on the values of the constants dmax, ∆t as well as the accuracy
of the ODE solver used to numerically integrate the problem. A more thorough study could be provided
by a generalization of the approach used in the planar case. That work is explained with more details in
[58]. The generalization requires to change the basis for the periodic direction from Fourier to Chebyshev
approximation, this choice of basis is the object of [75]. This extension is the subject of work in preparation
by the authors.

4.2 Numerical Example

An example of the results obtained in the spatial CRFBP using this procedure is illustrated in Figure 13.
Here we computed the local stable/unstable manifold parameterizations to polynomial order 5 taking 20
Fourier coefficients to represent each of the Taylor coefficients (including the periodic orbit and normal
bundles). The trajectory Γ (t) is represented using two distinct Chebyshev expansion, each expansion has
50 coefficients for a total number of 905 unknowns to use Newton’s method. The total time of flight of the
connecting orbit is

T = 3.4698

and both Chebyshev problem have equal time, that is T̃ = T
2 using the technique from Remark 5. Let F̄

denote the finite dimensional projection of F , with dimension 905 in this case, and ȳ denote the numerical
approximation. Newton’s method provided an approximation with defect close to machine precision, that
is

F̄(ȳ) ≈ 10−15.

For the computation the fourth component was dropped and after a posteriori verification it was validated
that both component are equal. The flying time depends on the scale of the manifolds, in that specific case
the scale chosen is 0.1, so that the tangent bundle at initial time have length of approximatively 0.1. This
condition is not applied exactly and instead approximated in Fourier coefficients by

9∑

i=1

∑

|k|<k0

(
a
(i)
α,k

)2
≈ 1,

where α = (1, 0) or (0, 1). This condition was applied with k0 = 5. We remark that this specific connecting
orbit reached a maximum velocity of approximatively 1.81 and a maximum distance from L5 of 1.1.

The connecting orbits in the remainder of the paper are computed using the procedure just discussed
and the numerical details are similar.

5 Results: Homoclinic connections for the vertical Lyapunov families in the CRFBP

We now return to the main goal of the present work, and apply the numerical algorithms developed in the
previous sections to the homoclinic connection problem at L0,5 in the CRFBP for mass ratios at or near
the triple Copenhagen problem.

See for example the results illustrated in Figure 14. Here we have taken the masses of the primaries to
be m1 = 0.4,m2 = 0.35, and m3 = 0.25, so that the ±120 degree symmetry is broken. We consider the
vertical Lyapunov family at L0 which lies near, but not on the z-axis thanks to the broken symmetry. As
expected we find that the three shortest homoclinic orbits have the shape predicted by the planar problem.
See for example the orbit in the left frame of Figure 4 in the present work. See also the top right frame of
Figure 21 in [58], which illustrates the shortest planar homoclinics at almost the same parameter values as
used here. Note however that when we view the orbits from the side in the x, y, z spatial coordinate frame
we see that the orbits have substantial out of plane amplitude (5-10 percent of the xy amplitudes), despite
the fact that the xy projection fits well with the planar case.
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Fig. 13 Example – BVP for a vertical Lyapunov homoclinic in practice: (Left) Representation of the boundary
value problem for the case of a homoclinic connection to a periodic orbit at L5. The boundary torus of the stable manifold
is represented in green, with the boundary torus of the unstable manifold in red. The Chebyshev arc in blue. Both surface
are displayed using the same map as in Figure 9, this time with R1 = 1 for the unstable case and R2 = 1 for the stable. We
remark that the apparent intersection of the local parameterizations in the right side of the left frame is due to projection
distortions which arise when projecting from the six dimensional phase space to the three dimensional configuration space.
(Right) The full connecting orbit is recovered using the flow conjugacy relation on the local parameterizations, that is the
asymptotic behavior is obtained without integrating the CRFBP.

Fig. 14 Homoclinic connections to a spatial periodic orbit from the vertical Lyapunov family at L0: Mass
values of m1 = 0.4 and m2 = 0.35. J = 3.15 is the Jacobi constant of the periodic orbit. Compare the shapes of the orbits
in the left frame with the planar homoclinic orbits in the top right frame of Figure 21 in [58], or (more loosely) with the
shapes of the planar homoclinics in the left frame of Figure 4 of the present work. While the shape of the cycle-to-cycle
homoclinics are clearly inherited from the shapes of the planar homoclinics, the right frame illustrates the out of plane
dynamics of the spatial homoclinic tangle.

The story is much the same for the fourth, fifth, and sixth shortest connections as illustrated in Figure
15. Again the homoclinic orbits have the shape predicted in the planar problem, as seen by considering the
right frame of Figure 4 in the present work, and also the bottom right frame of Figure 21 in [58]. At the
same time it is important to remark once again that when viewed in the spatial problem we see that the
cycle-to-cycle connections have substantial out of plane amplitude.

The situation is similar at L5. Figures 16, 17, and 18 illustrate the situation in the triple Copenhagen
problem with m1 = m2 = m3 = 1/3. Since the ±120 degree rotational symmetry is not broken the dynamics
are the same at L4,6. The figures should be compared with Figure 5 of the present work, which illustrates
that indeed the shapes of the spatial cycle-to-cycle homoclinics are in strong agreement with the planar
saddle focus equilibrium homoclinics. The right frame of each of Figures 16, 17, and 18 illustrates the out
of plane motion of each homoclinic and the convergence to the vertical Lyapunov orbit.
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Fig. 15 Homoclinic connections to a spatial periodic orbit from the vertical Lyapunov family at L0. Mass values of
m1 = 0.4 and m2 = 0.35. J = 3.2 is the Jacobi constant of the periodic orbit. Compare the shapes of the orbits in the
left frame with the planar homoclinic orbits in the bottom right frame of Figure 21 in [58], or (more loosely) with the
shapes of the planar homoclinics in the right frame of Figure 4 of the present work. While the shape of the cycle-to-cycle
homoclinics are clearly inherited from the planar homoclinics, the right frame illustrates the out of plane dynamics of the
spatial homoclinic tangle.

Fig. 16 Homoclinic connections to a spatial periodic orbit from the vertical Lyapunov family at L5 in the triple Copenhagen
problem. Compare the shapes of the orbits in the left frames with the planar homoclinic orbits in the top two frames of
Figure 5 of the present work (Figure 18 in [58]). While the shape of the cycle-to-cycle homoclinics are clearly inherited
from the planar homoclinics, the right frame illustrates the out of plane dynamics of the spatial homoclinic tangle.

We illustrate in Figure 19 that the spatial dynamics just discussed hold for nearby values of the Jacobi
integral. That is, the shapes are robust for nearby energies. Continuation in the masses leads to similar
robustness results.
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Fig. 17 Homoclinic connections to a spatial periodic orbit from the vertical Lyapunov family at L5 in the triple Copenhagen
problem. Compare the shapes of the orbits in the left frames with the planar homoclinic orbits in the middle two frames
of Figure 5 of the present work (Figure 18 in [58]). While the shape of the cycle-to-cycle homoclinics are clearly inherited
from the planar homoclinics, the right frame illustrates the out of plane dynamics of the spatial homoclinic tangle.

Finally we provide some numerical indication that the picture does change dramatically when the Jacobi
integral is changed enough. For example the results in Figure 20 shows the four shortest connecting orbits
at L0 when m1 = 0.4,m2 = 0.35, and m3 = 0.25, for J = 2.55. We note that the height of the vertical
Lyapunov periodic orbit at this value of the energy has more than doubles compared with the results in
Figures 14 and 15, and that the shortest connections are dramatically shorter.

Figure 20 shows the same four orbits in the xy projection, and we see that the shapes of the spatial
cycle-to-cycle homoclinics are no longer described by the planar problem. We know that the L2 vertical
family is very close to the L0 family at this value of energy. We conjecture that there are heteroclinic cycles
between the two familes at this energy, and that the short homoclinics shadow these connections.

6 Conclusions

The numerical results given in the main body of the present work provide an example of a case where the
existence of a blue sky catastrophe in the planar subsystem gives rise to chaotic motions in the full spatial
problem. This is a very interesting phenomena because while the blue sky catastrophe can appear only at
discrete values of the Jacobi integral of the planar system – the energies of the saddle focus equilibrium
solutions – the transverse cycle-to-cycle homoclinics are robust with respect to small perturbations in the
energy. The dynamics in the planar system at the saddle focus energy level have ramifications for the
dynamics of the spatial problem over a whole range of energies away from the planar value.

The discussion can be formalized as follows. Suppose that a three degree of freedom Hamiltonian system
has (A) an invariant planar (two degree of freedom) subsystem, (B) an in plane equilibrium solution whose
linear stability is saddle-focus relative to the invariant plane and saddle-focus × center in the full problem,
(C) an in plane orbit homoclinic to the saddle-focus equilibrium. Then:
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Fig. 18 Homoclinic connections to a spatial periodic orbit from the vertical Lyapunov family at L5 in the triple Copenhagen
problem. Compare the shapes of the orbits in the left frames with the planar homoclinic orbits in the bottom two frames
of Figure 5 of the present work (Figure 18 in [58]). While the shape of the cycle-to-cycle homoclinics are clearly inherited
from the planar homoclinics, the right frame illustrates the out of plane dynamics of the spatial homoclinic tangle.

– 1(P) There exists an invariant tube of planar periodic orbits, parameterized by energy, accumulating
to the homoclinic orbit. The stability of the orbits change infinitely many times as they approach the
homoclinic along the tube.

– 2(P) There are chaotic dynamics in a neighborhood of the homoclinic. The chaotic subsystem is an
invariant subset of the plane in the energy level of the equilibrium.

– 3(C) There is a one parameter family of out of plane periodic orbits in the center manifold of the
equilibrium. In a small enough neighborhood of the equilibrium these periodic orbits orbits have saddle-
focus stability and hence three dimensional stable/unstable manifolds. For any out of plane periodic
orbit with small enough out of plane amplitude, the stable/unstable manifolds of the periodic orbit
intersect transversally near the planar heteroclinic. It follows that there are chaotic dynamics in the
energy level of the out of plane orbit.

We label 1 and 2 with a P, as these are theorems whose proofs are already in the literature. Indeed these
are simply restatements of the theorems of Henard [50] and Devaney [34] respectively. Point 3 is labeled
with a C as, to the best of our knowledge this point is conjecture. Indeed, the conjecture may be false
without further clarification by other hypotheses, however the computations discussed in the present work
illustrate that there appear to be situations where it holds.

A proof of 3 is far beyond the scope of the present – largely numerical – work. Though we provide
the following remarks outlining an argument which we believe could be made precise with appropriate
refinments. First we note that the equilibrium satisfies the hypothesis of the Lyapunov center theorem – see
for example [65,71,90] – since there is only one center direction and the other directions at the equilibrium
are hyperbolic (assuming that the vector field and the first integral are analytic). This guarantees the
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Fig. 19 Numerical continuation of homoclinic connections for the spatial Lyapunov family at L0: Masses
m1 = 0.4, m2 = 0.35 and values of the energy from J = 3.15 to J = 3.4. The part displayed in green and red are given using
the conjugacy relation and the Parameterization of the stable and unstable manifold respectively. The parameterization
are approximated up to order 8 in Taylor and order 20 in Fourier. The part displayed in blue, orange and yellow are all
given by the Chebyshev expansion. The three families of connecting orbit are out of plane and seem to accumulate to the
planar homoclinic orbit displayed in section 2.2. The calculation suggests that the cycle-to-cycle chaos continuing out of
the planar homoclinic web persists for moderately large out of plane amplitudes.

existence of the out of plane family of periodic orbits. The saddle-focus stability of the out of plane orbits
follows from the center-stable manifold theorem [56,23], and from the saddle-focus stability follows the
claim about the dimension of the stable/unstable manifolds of the periodic orbit.

The existence of a transverse connecting orbit could be completed by formulating the connecting orbit
as the solution of a two point boundary value problem (BVP), with boundary conditions projected onto the
stable/unstable manifolds of the periodic orbit. See [36] for more complete discussion of the BVP formulation
of the connecting orbit. An approximate connecting orbit is obtained by taking a suitable portion of the
planar homoclinic. If the approximation is “good enough” then there is hope that an application of the
Newton-Kantorovich theorem [76] could complete the proof.

We stress however that even if the above outline were completed it would provide results only in a,
possibly very, small neighborhood of the invariant plane. The numerical results given in the present work
on the other hand suggest that the planar homoclinics can have an important organizing effect on the
dynamics even for Lyapunov orbits with large out of plane amplitude. At least this appears to be the case
for the spatial equilateral restricted four body problem.

A more interesting topic of future work would be to refine the numerical results of the present work
into theorems for explicit larger out of plane amplitudes. Most likely this would be done using computer
assisted methods of proof. For example a method for proving the existence of spatial periodic orbits for
the CRFBP has already been given in [14], where indeed the existence of many out of plane orbits coming
from the vertical Lyapunov family have already been established using computer assisted means. Using the
methods of [25] – or some modification of these – one could compute validated bounds on the attached
stable/unstable manifolds of these periodic orbits. Once the stable/unstable manifold validations are val-
idated then computer assisted proof of the desired transverse homoclinic connections can be given using
small modifications of the techniques developed in [62,99]. Implementing the computer assisted argument
just sketched is the topic of a work in preparation by the authors.

Acknowledgements The second author was partially supported by NSF grant DMS-1813501. Both authors were partially
supported by NSF grant DMS-1700154 and by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation grant G-2016-7320.

A Obtaining a polynomial field by automatic differentiation of the CRFBP

To facilitate formal series calculations in the CRFBP, we first rewrite the problem as a first order ordinary differential
equation and then introduce a change of variable, often referred to as automatic differentiation, to obtain a polynomial
vector field. The problem is recovered via projection, as long as the initial conditions are restricted to an appropriate
submanifold. We first set

u1 = x, u2 = ẋ, u3 = y, u4 = ẏ, u5 = z, u6 = ż, (14)
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Fig. 20 Four shortest homoclinic connections to a periodic orbit at L0– large out of plane amplitude: Mass
values of m1 = 0.4 and m2 = 0.35 and J = 2.55 – much higher out of plane amplitude than considered for the results
illustrated in Figures 14 and 15. The results suggest a dramatic change in the phase space structure, as the shortest
homoclinics no longer resemble the planar case. The likely explanation is that the vertical Lyapunov family at L2 is close to
the vertical family at L0, and that the stability of both are saddle focus. There are likely heteroclinic connections between
these two families, and the homoclinics shown here shadow these heteroclinics.

and obtain a first order ODE u̇ = f(u) given by

u̇1 = u2,

u̇2 = 2u4 +Ωu1 ,

u̇3 = u4,

u̇4 = −2u2 +Ωu3 ,

u̇5 = u6,

u̇6 = Ωu5 ,

(15)

where Ω is as previously given but using the new set of variable. This vector field still have singularities introduced by the
terms corresponding to the inverse of the distance with the primaries, we extend our set of variable using the following
definitions

u7 =
1√

(x− x1)2 + (y − y1)2 + (z − z1)2
=

1√
(u1 − x1)2 + (u3 − y1)2 + (u5 − z1)2

, (16)

u8 =
1√

(x− x2)2 + (y − y2)2 + (z − z2)2
=

1√
(u1 − x2)2 + (u3 − y2)2 + (u5 − z2)2

, (17)

u9 =
1√

(x− x3)2 + (y − y3)2 + (z − z3)2
=

1√
(u1 − x3)2 + (u3 − y3)2 + (u5 − z3)2

. (18)
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Fig. 21 View from above of all four shortest homoclinic connections displayed in Figure 20.

Let U ⊂ R6 be an open set excluding the primaries. Then, a direct computation provides that for the function
R : U → R9 given by

R(u1, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6) =



u1
u2
u3
u4
u5
u6
1√

(u1−x1)2+(u3−y1)2+(u5−z1)2
1√

(u1−x2)2+(u3−y2)2+(u5−z2)2
1√

(u1−x3)2+(u3−y3)2+(u5−z3)2


(19)

and the polynomial vector field F : R9 → R9 given by

F (u) =



u2
2u4 + u1 +m1(x1 − u1)u7u7u7 +m2(x2 − u1)u8u8u8 +m2(x3 − u1)u9u9u9

u4
−2u2 + u3 +m1(y1 − u3)u7u7u7 +m2(y2 − u3)u8u8u8 +m2(x3 − u1)u9u9u9

u6
m1(z1 − u5)u7u7u7 +m2(z2 − u5)u8u8u8 +m2(z3 − u5)u9u9u9
(x1 − u1)u2u7u7u7 + (y1 − u3)u4u7u7u7 + (z1 − u5)u6u7u7u7
(x2 − u1)u2u8u8u8 + (y2 − u3)u4u8u8u8 + (z2 − u5)u6u8u8u8
(x3 − u1)u2u9u9u9 + (y3 − u3)u4u9u9u9 + (z3 − u5)u6u9u9u9


, (20)

we have the infinitesimal conjugacy
DR(u)f(u) = F (R(u)), ∀u ∈ U. (21)

Hence orbits of u′ = F (u) have the same dynamics as x′ = f(x) after projecting onto the first six components. We note
that, as an effect of the change of variable, the new vector field does not have any singularity. Nevertheless, the dynamics
of the two are related only on the graph of R, and R caries the singularities of f . The following items formalize the remarks
just made.

1. Let π : R9 → R6 denotes the projection onto the first six coordinates. So that for all u ∈ U we have u = π(R(u)) and

π(F (R(u))) = f(u).

Therefore we recover the original problem.
2. The orbits of f are mapped onto orbits of F under R and the graph of R is invariant under the flow of F .
3. If H : R6 → R is constant along curves solution of the initial system, then G : R9 → R such that G(R(u)) = H(u) for

all u ∈ U is constant along curves solution of the extended problem.

It follows from those remarks that it is possible to find periodic orbits of the four body problem using the vector field
F . Our goal is to compute stable and unstable manifolds for a periodic orbit γ(t) of u̇ = f(u), so that we have to show
that the associated periodic orbit Γ (t) = R(γ(t)) has the same stability type. This is the object of the next Theorem.
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P0 T n J(P0)
(0.1108,−0.0339, 0.1004,−0.0068, 0.7468, 0.3387) 5.3875 1 2.0
(0.1192,−0.0190, 0.1138,−0.0015, 0.6975, 0.3190) 5.0672 1 2.1
(0.1277,−0.0082, 0.1226, 0.0016, 0.6501, 0.2993) 4.7779 1 2.2
(0.1356,−0.0007, 0.1277, 0.0034, 0.6045, 0.2797) 4.5162 1 2.3
(0.1425, 0.0042, 0.1303, 0.0041, 0.5605, 0.2601) 4.2789 2 2.4
(0.1480, 0.0073, 0.1309, 0.0042, 0.5177, 0.2405) 4.0632 2 2.5
(0.1515, 0.0090, 0.1303, 0.0039, 0.4759, 0.2209) 3.8666 2 2.6
(0.1526, 0.0095, 0.1289, 0.0034, 0.4347, 0.2013) 3.6873 2 2.7
(0.1515, 0.0092, 0.1270, 0.0029, 0.3938, 0.1817) 3.5238 2 2.8
(0.1485, 0.0083, 0.1248, 0.0023, 0.3524, 0.1620) 3.3746 2 2.9
(0.1444, 0.0070, 0.1224, 0.0017, 0.3099, 0.1421) 3.2382 2 3.0
(0.1398, 0.0055, 0.1199, 0.0013, 0.2652, 0.1220) 3.1132 2 3.1
(0.1349, 0.0038, 0.1174, 0.0009, 0.2162, 0.1014) 2.9983 2 3.2
(0.1302, 0.0022, 0.1150, 0.0006, 0.1584, 0.0797) 2.8924 2 3.3
(0.1257, 0.0005, 0.1125, 0.0002, 0.0716, 0.0549) 2.7944 2 3.4

Table 1 Family at L0

Theorem 1 Let γ(t) be a periodic orbit of u̇ = f(u) with Floquet multiplier λ associated to the tangent bundle v(t). Then λ
is a Floquet multiplier of the periodic orbit Γ (t) = R(γ(t)), solution to the system ẋ = F (x), moreover ξ(t) = DR(γ(t))v(t)
is the associated tangent bundle.

Proof We first note that v(t) will satisfy

v̇(t) = Df(γ(t))v(t)− λv(t) (22)

and that differentiating (21) provides

D2R(u)f(u) +DR(u)Df(u) = DF (R(u))DR(u). (23)

So that a direct computation provides that

ξ̇(t) = D2R(γ(t))γ̇(t)v(t) +DR(γ(t))v̇(t)

= D2R(γ(t))f(γ(t))v(t) +DR(γ(t))Df(γ(t))v(t)−DR(γ(t))λv(t)

where we used the fact that γ(t) is a periodic solution of f as well as equation (22). Then using (23), Γ (t) = R(γ(t)) and
ξ(t) = DR(γ(t))v(t), we obtain that

ξ̇(t) = DF (Γ (t))ξ(t)− λξ(t).

This is the desired result.

It follows from this result that in the extended system six of the multiplier will be known from the usual theory. The
other three are all zeros so that the dimension of the stable and unstable manifolds for any orbits remain unchanged.

B Orbit Data

In this section we provide several tables of data meant to make the present work more reproducible. Since our calculations
of the connecting orbits utilize fairly sophisticated Fourier-Taylor approximations of the local stable/unstable manifolds
in the formulation of the two point boundary value problems, it is unreasonable to think that the casual reader would
reimplement these calculations. On the other hand, many readers will have experience in the use of numerical integrators
for problems in celestial mechanics and once equipped with the equations of motion it is not unreasonable to think one
might want to reproduce some of the periodic orbits and connections discussed in the present work. To this end we provide
accurate initial conditions which can be integrated to reproduce the orbits discussed in the present work. The resulting
orbits could also be taken as initial conditions for numerical continuation software packages like AUTO or MatCont.

The table are all organized the same way. In the first column, we give the initial point expressed as a six-dimensional
vector representing the initial position and momentum. The coordinates are given in the following order

P0 = (x, ẋ, y, ẏ, z, ż).

Then the second column of the table provides T an approximation of the period of the periodic orbit starting at the point
previously given. The third column is n, the number of Floquet multiplier with positive real part. Finally, the last column
shows J(P0), the energy level of the initial data. We note that that case of interest in this paper is when n = 2 and the
multipliers are complex conjugate. To obtain the data, we start by computing the center manifold of each libration point
to find an initial guess for P0 and T . To improve the guess, we numerically integrate the approximated periodic orbit and
express the result in Fourier coefficients. Then Newton’s method is applied to obtain a guess for the periodic orbit with
defect close to machine precision, for all cases covered by the tables it suffices to take 50 Fourier coefficients. The resulting
sequence of Fourier coefficients is then a starting point for any continuation method in order to find other members of the
family. To construct the table, we used a zeroth order predictor-corrector algorithm using Newton’s method in the space
of Fourier coefficients, in this case the frequency is an unknown of the system while the energy level is one of the input of
the algorithm. The cases of L0 is given at m1 = 0.4 and m2 = 0.35 while the case at L5 is given with equal masses.
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P0 T n J(P0)
(0.4844,−0.5703,−0.2358, 0.0306, 0.6981, 0.5661) 6.2404 1 1.6
(0.5063,−0.5224,−0.2102, 0.0344, 0.6830, 0.5563) 6.1590 1 1.7
(0.5312,−0.4749,−0.1858, 0.0383, 0.6656, 0.5437) 6.0753 1 1.8
(0.5589,−0.4281,−0.1629, 0.0419, 0.6458, 0.5279) 5.9924 1 1.9
(0.5892,−0.3822,−0.1417, 0.0448, 0.6236, 0.5088) 5.9132 1 2
(0.6225,−0.3378,−0.1221, 0.0452, 0.5974, 0.4883) 5.8397 1 2.1
(0.6576,−0.2946,−0.1040, 0.0442, 0.5679, 0.4649) 5.7732 1 2.2
(0.6940,−0.2525,−0.0873, 0.0416, 0.5344, 0.4385) 5.7140 2 2.3
(0.7313,−0.2113,−0.0717, 0.0376, 0.4964, 0.4085) 5.6618 2 2.4
(0.7689,−0.1712,−0.0571, 0.0323, 0.4528, 0.3744) 5.6162 2 2.5
(0.8068,−0.1319,−0.0433, 0.0259, 0.4019, 0.3351) 5.5764 2 2.6
(0.8447,−0.0934,−0.0303, 0.0184, 0.3405, 0.2884) 5.5417 2 2.7
(0.8824,−0.0556,−0.0178, 0.0101, 0.2616, 0.2297) 5.5115 2 2.8
(0.9195,−0.0180,−0.0057, 0.0016, 0.1408, 0.1423) 5.4852 2 2.9

Table 2 Family at L5, this table is computed with equal masses and we recall that periodic orbits at L4,6 can be obtained
by a rotation of ±120 degrees. The cases of energy from 2.4 to 2.50 have real Floquet multipliers while the remaining of
the table are complex conjugate.

The connecting orbits in Figure 15 are homoclinic and accumulate to the periodic orbit with initial condition in the
row J = 3.2, given by the table for L0. The initial data with higher accuracy is

P0 =


0.134934339930888
0.003888013139251
0.117443350170703
0.000936082833871
0.216240831347475
0.101389225000425

 , T = 2.998307362412966.

To reproduce the trajectories displayed one can integrate the following initial values P0 back and forward in time for the
given time T . the starting and ending point of the resulting trajectories will lay on the boundary of the parameterized
unstable and stable manifold respectively.

P0 =


−0.585194841158983
0.650674788263036
−0.242897059971999
−0.809665850514842
0.015366927308435
0.645609803647810

 , T = 3.9083,

P0 =


−0.010028232796882
0.018905042025788
−0.527614375771166
−0.278204402447460
0.066684862193223
−0.421303149345866

 , T = 3.5848,

P0 =


0.364232983907004
0.282004601213298
0.365277731376544
0.566929250936993
0.188719573086921
−0.192150484392393

 , T = 4.1378.
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The three connecting orbit accumulating to the same periodic orbit and member of the families displayed in Figure 19
can be found using the following initial condition and integration time.

P0 =


−0.101146445518484
0.039260485918423
0.357723970145646
0.064390124937530
−0.215188925518734
−0.117478748772784

 , T = 2.3112,

P0 =


0.292042336892103
0.003508935985276
0.118262267817677
−0.031322268117327
0.009128811923180
−0.481727032516309

 , T = 1.7643,

P0 =


−0.082031603660355
−0.244810917818636
−0.371129071110934
−0.141117360021255
0.090892927654736
−0.410662336419204

 , T = 2.6543.

In the case of L5, the connection computed are at J = 2.9, the initial data for the periodic orbit are given with higher
accuracy by

P0 =


0.919523300342616
−0.018021865086785
−0.005720721776858
0.001586045655911
0.140748196680255
0.142288965593486

 , T = 5.485186773053060.

The midpoint of each connecting orbit as well as the approximate integrating time needed to reach the boundary of the
parameterized manifolds are given by pairs, corresponding to their shape and the figure in which they were presented. The
initial data for the connecting orbit displayed in Figure 16 are given by

P0 =


−0.221338679671589
0.290535064047762
0.807520893403199
−0.079212158161279
0.099168243248453
−0.192275633578254

 , T = 3.9267,

P0 =


−0.027278885368683
−0.415243675715196
−0.681730123750280
−0.689462085636593
0.002992463395721
0.060975647933203

 , T = 4.1225.

The initial data for the connecting orbit displayed in Figure 17 are given by

P0 =


−0.093216716467939
0.539629163160594
0.029112774416657
0.487738555586829
0.028678261003714
−0.264834109382665

 , T = 5.7103,

P0 =


−0.369576889105909
−0.085470029306448
0.463741869935280
0.545543943960734
0.088979849325104
−0.103325348379878

 , T = 4.7319.
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The initial data for the connecting orbit displayed in Figure 18 are given by

P0 =


0.497723454800157
0.803131159532739
1.346319122336476
−0.067118235690442
0.029291317637547
−0.145379858982222

 , T = 4.9363,

P0 =


0.480703865397053
−0.766478203112893
−1.325717528617470
−0.049652453045623
0.255108298576897
−0.003998765894041

 , T = 4.9277.
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